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12 Out of Sight
 The Invisible Orchestra are   
 proper instru-mental, but they  
 make for a right good interview
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Eva Brudenell

A proud Nottinghamian, 
Eva is a compulsive 
doodler and 
architecture fanatic 
who is our new regular 
illustrator for Street 
Tales. Much of her past 
work has celebrated the 
eclectic architecture 
and industrial heritage 

that our city boasts, including iconic buildings 
such as Player’s at Triumph Road, Broadway 
cinema and Home Ales in Daybrook. 

More recently she has been working on 
illustrations of notable Nottingham characters 
such as Jesse Boot, DH Lawrence and Bendigo. 
She’s also doing a range of prints which will 
include various printmaking methods such 
as letterpress, thermofax screen prints and 
Risographs. She says it is vital that when she is 
working she has French curves, 2B pencils, her 
Dansette on loud and a good supply of proper 
retro biscuits like the ones your nan would buy. 
A winning formula for decent drawing, as you 
can see on page 6. 

@inspadesdesign

Not the usual light start to my waffle, 
but as a matter so close to Nottingham’s 
– and Liverpool’s – hearts, it deserves a 
first mention. As this issue of the ‘Lion 
was going to press, the Hillsborough 
inquest verdict was announced: 27 
years after the tragedy, the 96 victims 
finally got justice as the jury concluded 
that they were unlawfully killed. To 
say it’s been a long time coming is an 
understatement, but we hope that finally 
some peace can be found as fans were 
exonerated of contributing to the events 
that unfolded in Sheffield that day in 
1989. Our thoughts are with anyone who 
was there or who lost someone to 
the tragedy. 

As for this mag in your hands, what 
have we got for you? NEAT16 – that’s 
the Nottingham European Arts Theatre 
– will be making sure we get right 
culturally topped up over the months of 
May and June. For just one part of our 
coverage, we spoke to the legendary 
Jonzi D – a man who is on a mission to 
bring hip hop culture to the masses, and 
giving it a local head spin, with Breakin’ 
Convention. We hope that’s enough to 
whet your appetite.

If slowly walking through an art gallery, 
silently taking in the works while tilting 
your head slightly isn’t your thing, then 
you should get yourself down to New Art 
Exchange. “Why?” I hear you cry. Doug 
Fishbone was commissioned to curate a 
ten-hole mini golf course for the Venice 
Biennale 2015 and boy oh boy did he 
pull a blinder. With a crew of artists, he 
created a playable art installation that 
flips expectations on their head, and 
it’s been brought to Nottingham. Grab 
a putter and have some fun while being 
educated; find out what inspired the 
work on these pages.

It’s all about instruments in numbers this 
issue: we chatted to some folks involved 
with the Nottingham Youth Orchestra, 
who turned a less-than-youthful thirty 
this spring, as well as the troop who’re 
giving the word eclectic a new meaning 
with their debut LP. Yep, it’s 
The Invisible Orchestra. 

Right, I’m off for a nice cup of tea and a 
sit down. You guys are wearing me out 
with all this culture. 
 
Ali Emm
ali@leftlion.co.uk
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Birdcage, 24 Bridlesmith Gate (c.1968)

We’ve all heard of Carnaby Street, which 
achieved world fame for its mid-sixties 
association with trendy fashion boutiques and 
remains a tourist trap to this day. Maybe less 
renowned is Bridlesmith Gate, which in 1965 
became home to Birdcage, an ex-tailor’s workshop 
transformed into a women’s clothes shop by 
Nottingham native, Janet Campbell.

Campbell cut her professional teeth in the 
burgeoning rag trade of Swinging London before 
heading home to open Birdcage, a youth-oriented 
boutique that made many of its own clothes in 
a back room to keep up with the fast-changing 
trends of the time. Her efforts seem to have been 
both an instant success and a catalyst for local 
fashion in general, inspiring a host of imitators.

Although it was the first to bring King’s Road 
and Carnaby Street style to the city, the best-
remembered legacy of Birdcage is probably its 
role in the formative years of a certain Paul Smith. 
When Campbell opened a men’s section above 
the women’s boutique in 1966, it was none other 

than Smith she put in charge of it. Four years later, 
he left to set up his own shop on Byard Lane and 
the rest, as they say, is history.

But while Paul Smith’s debut has been 
internationally renowned, and that first shop was 
faithfully reconstructed for a Design Museum 
exhibition in 2013, Campbell’s Birdcage hasn’t 
been quite so clearly remembered. Which seems 
odd, as the shop quickly developed a very 
distinctive identity, notably with a succession of 
stylish hand-drawn graphics by Ian Longdon, as 
seen in these two 1968 adverts.

The shop traded successfully into the early 
nineties, but it’s likely that the triple whammy of 
resurgent chain stores, branded sportswear and 
upmarket designer ‘bling’ during the eighties 
meant the idiosyncratic boutique ethos of shops 
like Birdcage gradually lost its niche. Perhaps it’s 
telling that its nearest Nottingham equivalents in 
2016 are nearly all vintage, selling old instead of 
new clothes, but quite what that tells us, I'm not 
entirely sure.

leftlion.co.uk/adsectioned

ADVERTISING
SECTIONED
Local adverts ripped from the pages of history…

Halifax Place

In 1979/80, Graham Black, the City Council’s 
Assistant Archaeologist, led a major excavation 
in a Victorian warehouse in Halifax Place, 
located in the Lace Market. 

Work on the site revealed post holes that stood 
out clearly in the sandstone, and it was also in 
that area that the archaeologists found one of the 
deep cesspits dating from the Viking Age. Other 
finds were a bronze belt decoration and head of 
a staff, and a large Viking building, thought to 
be over 40ft long – therefore owned by some very 
important people.

Scott Lomax is a researcher and archaeologist 
who has been studying the archaeology of 
Halifax Place for the last seven years. He 
commented, “There is a lot of interesting 
archaeology from the site from the Saxon, high 
medieval and post medieval periods. Substantial 
buildings, which I believe to be of high status, 
covered several phases of occupation. There were 
eight or nine medieval corn drying ovens, and a 
probable iron smelting furnace found. There was 
also evidence of pottery production on the site.

Of the post-medieval period a large pit was 
found containing nationally significant pottery 
of the eighteenth century, and a gold ring 
inscribed with a simple message was thought 
to be a christening present for a baby during the 
seventeenth century. The site was certainly very 
important and I have a lot of theories about it”.

Nottingham is rich in Anglo-Saxon and Viking 
history; Snott and his Angles founded the 

earliest incarnation of our city. The Great 
Heathen Army captured Nottingham in 867. 
Alfred – who would later become king – tried, 
and failed, to besiege Nottingham with 
his brother. 

Eventually, Nottingham, and the East Midlands 
and East Anglia, was recaptured by Alfred’s 
children, Edward and Aethelflaed, from the 
Danes in 917. Following his sister’s death, 
Edward’s rule was extended to the areas of 
Essex, Mercia and East Anglia. He recovered 
the five boroughs of the Danelaw – Lincoln, 
Derby, Nottingham, Stamford and Leicester, 
strengthened Nottingham’s defensive walls and 
built a bridge over the River Trent.

Earlier excavations of Halifax Place have shown 
evidence for possible Iron Age occupation: 
cylindrical pits were discovered cut into the 
rock, and a small amount of late Iron Age pottery 
shards were found within the fills of one of the 
pits. One interpretation is that they were part of 
a Late Iron Age farmstead, used for grain storage. 

If there was Iron Age occupation in Halifax 
Place, it increases the importance of an already 
significant site, with constant occupation right 
up until 1350 when the site became a garden, 
and remained so until the eighteenth century.

For more on Nottingham history, check out the 
Nottingham Hidden History website. 

nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com 

words: Wayne Burrows

We delve a little deeper into the history of our city’s streets to give 
you the tales they’d never have taught you at school…

words: Joe Earp
illustration: Eva Brudenell



WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...

NAME WRITTEN ALL OVER IT
We’ve seen the transportation of Nottingham 
celebrate all kindsa big names, and with the 
new(ish) trams snaking their way through 
Clifton and Beeston, it’s only right that we 
adorn them with more proper legends of the 
citeh. Double Olympic gold-medalist and 
probable fish Rebecca Adlington, and awe-
some Everest mountaineer Doug Scott, are 
the latest to get plastered along the trolley-
bus’ sides. Well in duckies.

PROPER GRIMEH
Bru-C. Youthoracle. Snowy. Proper Notts 
grime heroes. But hold onto the flat caps, 
boyos, there’s a new kid in town and he 
comes in the shape of an eleven-year-old 
nipper. Basford-born breddah, Traemondo, 
has been spittin’ bars about his battle with 
colitis, and he does it with a Notts accent to 
boot. Grime pro Dizzee Rascal is a fan, and 
posted the Oi video on Insta to his 241k fol-
lowers. My man’s goin’ places.

NOT SO LITTLE LAMB
Mary’s mate, eat yer heart out – there’s a big 
boy in town. A 19lb lamb was born on Simon 
Rouse’s farm to a proper startled ewe who 
assumed she would be birthing the standard 
8lb jobby. The babber even managed to break 
the farmer’s finger on the way out. Mr Rouse, 
the owner of the farm said of the newborn, 
“It could be a cow – it’s hard to tell at the 
moment”.

PIANOMAN 
The Big Smoke is a proper hectic place. Full 
of southerners who don’t like making casual 
conversation on their public transport, and 
are offended by our terms of endearment. But 
one mystery Notts chap brought the joy of 
NG to St Pancras Station by playing his heart 
out on the piano, providing entertainment 
for weary travellers. The search is on for this 
charitable pianist – so if you’re reading this, 
Pianoman, there’s an old Joanna outside the 
LL offices. Just saying. 

SHREDDED PORK
The local feds are in trouble, and all for the 
sake of a few burritos. A couple of Notting-
hamshire Police officers were proper marvin’, 
and chose to park their great, galumphing 
riot van in a blue badge zone to avoid a 
three-minute walk from the station to grab a 
Mexican treat. You lot have been up in arms 
about it, and rightly so. It ain’t one rule for us 
and another for the folk in charge in this city, 
eh Notts? 

MILKIN’ IT
An enterprising young mum has set up a 
purpose-built breastfeeding cafe, designed 
to accommodate mums and their little ‘uns at 
feeding time. The Milk Lounge in Arnold, set 
up by Charlotte Purdie, offers private booths, 
expressing stations and breast-milk friendly 
cookies. For some bizarre reason, some of you 
have hopped off the sane-wagon and sent the 
poor woman death threats for her initiative. 
You miserable bastards: get a life, jog on, and 
leave our gal alone. 

STICKY FINGERS
Postman Pat’s had his fingers in all the pies. 
And by all the pies, we mean everybody 
else’s pies. And he made a quick buck off ‘em 
too. Mr Alan Adkin was found with £4,000 of 
dosh under his mattress as a result of flog-
ging other people’s wares that he’d snaffled 
while on his delivery route. Everything from 
clothing to toiletries, and even a USB desktop 
aquarium were on his nick list. First Class 
arsehole. 

SUPER-SIZED MOANS
You lot must be waking up to sunshine and 
lollipops every morning if the only thing 
you’ve gorra be mardy about is the lack of 
Monopoly stickers attached to your Big Mac 
meals. You’ve proper gone off on one cos 
some Nottingham branches of McDonald’s 
have run out of the sticky squares on the fat 
portion meals with little to no chance of win-
ning owt other than a free apple pie that’s go-
ing to melt your face off. C’mon, Notts. Screw 
yer heads on. 

“If I was to go into battle, I would probably ride a goat.”

Woman 1: As if they have shoes for cats. What’s 

that? A large shoe?

Woman 2: Yeah. In case your cat is a dog.

“I’m always up for trying anything sometimes.”

Man on phone: No, I don’t want anything. Can you leave me alone, please?
Friend: Was that your mum?

“I went to the hospital with my knee 
and the doctor looked like Peter Andre. 

I didn’t like him. I thought he might 
start dancing.”

Man 1: Ever seen an albatross on 

the River Trent?

Man 2: Isn’t that a dinosaur?

Man to public urinator: ‘Ave sum manners for the kids and yerself! I should get me dog to chew yer knob. 

Man: Just had a bacon bap.
Woman: A what?

Man: What the fuck are these things going 

around the city?
Man 2: Trams, mate 

“Nothing says Cheeky Nando’s more 

than a mobility scooter.” 

“It was literally the worst situation of my life. 

I didn’t know whether to swipe left or right!” Tweet us @LeftLion with your #OverheardInNotts quotes.

QUEEN’S 90TH BIRTHDAY
It was absolutely marvellous. We had 
a bottle of champagne between us 
to celebrate and sent her a telegram 
to wish her happy birthday. We were 
planning to decorate the shop for it, but 
we didn’t get the bunting in time. We’ve 
got another chance with her second 
birthday in June.

BAMALAMASINGSONG
It was hilarious. We had a great night, 
although it might have been more fun if 
we’d had ten pints like everyone else in 
there seemed to. Unfortunately we had 
a shop to open up the next morning. We 
got home at past midnight and had to be 
up four hours later.

LEICESTER CITY TO WIN THE 
PREMIER LEAGUE
It’s absolutely fantastic what they’ve 
done. They’ve just got to get a few more 
points on the board and they’ve got the 
title. It’s much better to see them win it 
than one of the London or Manchester 
clubs. We only wish we’d put a fiver on 
them at the start of the season.

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...
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Boy: They’ve opened a Taco Bell.Lady: I don’t think there’ll be anything for me there.
Boy: Why’s that?
Lady: I’m vegetarian.Boy: But… they’ll have vegetables. 





Forest Fans
Grin and you’re winning

Tony Evans
flickr: eightbittony

That’s Handy
Giant zombie midas

Ciaran Brown
flickr: C-Brown

John Player & Sons
Still life

Stuart Samuels 
YouTube: Stuart Samuels 

Think your snaps are snappier than the rest? Don’t hide your flash 
under a bushel. Send in what you’ve got and it could appear right here - 
photography@leftlion.co.uk. Don’t forget to send us them in hi-res, with 
your name and website.
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Adding to the melting pot of original theatre in Nottingham is 
HandMade Theatre, who specialise in bringing a whole bunch 
of creative disciplines together to create a performance like no 
other. Experimenting with unusual spaces and performing on 
intricately handcrafted sets, the company are top of the charts 
when it comes to family theatre. They gave us a behind the 
scenes peek at life backstage, ahead of their crowdfunder bid 
to raise money to develop a brand new show, How Time Flies, 
bringing the wonder of archaeology to bags of families all 
about town…

crowdfunder.co.uk/how-time-flies
handmadetheatre.co.uk



Creative Short Courses at 
Nottingham Trent University

Take the next step on your creative journey with 

www.ntu.ac.uk/creativeshortcourses

Over fifty high-quality courses available each year,
including our popular summer school programme.

as well as:
Graphic Design and Illustration
Architecture
Fine and Decorative Arts

Fashion Knitwear and Textiles 
Furniture Design
Interior Design

Courses such as Wildlife Photography with Jack Perks

Learn more about upcoming creative short courses at:

Telephone:  0115 848 2813
Email: creativeshortcourses@ntu.ac.uk

Find us on Facebook www.facebook.com/creativeshortcourses
  

  

  

Lakeside’s International 
Children’s Theatre & Dance Festival

17 MAY - 12 JUNE
AT VENUES ALL OVER NOTTINGHAM
FOR FULL PROGRAMME 
AND UPDATES, FOLLOW:
@NEATFESTIVAL 
ON TWITTER #NEAT16

28 MAY – 5 JUNE
FOR FULL PROGRAMME VISIT
LAKESIDEARTS.ORG.UK 
BOX OFFICE 0115 846 7777

@Lakesidearts  #wheee16

Part of 
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Like a big musical magnet, over the four years they’ve been going The Invisible Orchestra have attracted themselves a 
rather impressive collection of band members. On the eve of the release of their debut album, we decided to pop down 
the pub to speak to band leader and founder James Waring, as well as organist Justin Dodsworth about what’s 
been cracking…

interview: Ali Emm
photo: Ralph Barklam
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There’s 25 of you now – is that your final answer?
James: Yeah, that does include four vocalists. We’ve had 
as many as 32 in the band, although we didn’t really count 
how many people there were before we said 32.
 
What are the logistics around rehearsing and sorting out 
gigs – do you ever feel more like a manager than 
a musician?
James: It’s called The Invisible Orchestra because every 
fucker disappears when there’s something to be done.
Justin: I had to carry my own stand at the last gig.
James: Oh my God, are you alright?
Justin: I am now…
James: There’s a lot of organising. Sometimes I’m like, “Oh 
shit, I can play now.” It’s like a music break in between all 
the logistics, but it makes it all worthwhile. It doesn’t seem 
that big to us anymore, but we’ve recorded an album, we’re 
playing gigs out of Nottingham and getting there and back 
in one piece. It’s going down excellently. 

 I had to roll them into the 
recovery position and then say, 

“I’m not being harsh or anything, 
but shall we just play the next 
song.”
 
Other orchestras manage it…
James: Yeah, there’s a lot of normal people in those 
orchestras, though.
Justin: There are orchestras and there are orchestras…
 
Does it ever come down to playing a gig even though a 
couple of folk can’t make it?
James: We organise well in advance, but you have to either 
replace them or…
Justin: Threaten them…
James: With violence. Miles Davis used to have a gun… I’d 
love to have a gun. We’re lucky in that people have seen 
how popular the nights are so they’re willing to sacrifice 
things to come.
 
You formed around 2012, were you [Justin] one of the 
original members?
Justin: I would have been part of the core. James had 
written most of the songs in a loose form before we got 
the band together. It initially started off with just rhythm 
section rehearsals, putting together the structure of the 
songs and then built up from there; brass arrangements, 
string arrangements, that sort of thing.
 
How long was it in your mind as a concept?
James: A long time. When I was eighteen I was in an 
eleven-piece band and was doing more orchestral and 
instrumental stuff. I did the Royal Gala thing – there were 
nine of us – so people had more confidence in me, seeing 
that it worked with them.
Justin: Same principles as well. You did all the arranging 
even though it wasn’t on the scale of the Orchestra.
James: It was harder in a way because at least with the 
Orchestra you can avoid certain people if you get 
sick of them. 
 
So you’ve got a lot of people in the band because your 
interpersonal skills are lacking?
James: Pretty much.
 
How did you go about ‘collecting’ the players?
James: I definitely had a hit list in mind, but when people 
come in, they know other people and they get brought in 
too. Some people don’t work out, though. 
Justin: They can be really good musicians but they just 
don’t fit in. There’s a lot more to it than skills, we’ve got to 
work as a unit. We can’t afford to have personality clashes.
James: I’ve also had people saying, “How much do you get 
paid for rehearsals?” and stuff like that. “Urm. You have to 
put a quid in the tin…”  
Justin: That’s the first thing James said to me, “This’ll be 
great and will work really well but you’ll earn no money.” 
That was the pitch. 

Finding space must be one of the major challenges for 
you, as well as the cost…
Justin: £500 to get us to a gig and back.
James: We have to get a coach, it was a 49-seater last 
time…
Justin: And two bouncers. To bounce the band.
James: I’ve got me own bouncers. That’s great.
 
What are the coach trips like?
James: At service stations, someone will ask me where the 
toilets are, I’m like, “I don’t fucking know – I’ve never been 
here before in my life.”
Justin: We have to call a register at every stop. Count the 
heads. It’s like a school trip.
James: And the older ones are the worst. On the way 
there I get asked the same questions over and over again, 

“What time we on? What time’s sound check?” On the way 
back it’s like a horrible, bright nightclub. The only people 
actually on a chair are unconscious.
Justin: The poor coach driver. They think because we’re an 
orchestra we’ll be absolutely fine. Then they get to 
take us home.

James: Last time they said, “I’ve took a few brass bands 
before. We took one to Caernarfon Castle the other week.” I 
was like, [deadpan stare] “It’s not going to be like that.”
Justin: The Invisible Orchestra as a name is very deceptive, 
it has an air of respectability about it, which it doesn’t 
deserve at all. We had one coach driver who was in tears, 
he was actually crying on the way back. The coach didn’t 
break down, but he did.
 
Your debut album is out in June. How long did it take to 
make?
Justin: We spread it over two years. It was the same 
producer but over time.
James: The whole thing was a proper labour of love. It was 
quite stressful for me because I had to pretend that I wasn’t 
trying to raise lots of money to pay for it all so that everyone 
could be creative. Matt Terry, the producer, was fantastic 
and he introduced us to Gareth Cousins who’s done Elvis 
Costello and was house engineer at Abbey Road. The 
results hopefully speak for themselves.
Justin: He’s done everything – he worked on the 
soundtracks for Batman Begins, Gravity, Notting Hill. Loads. 
We needed someone with that experience.
James: He knocked a chunk off the price for us, which was 
very decent, especially as I don’t think he was expecting 
the amount of hassle he got from me, either.
 
What can people expect from the album?
James: There’s ten tracks. Harleighblu’s on two tracks, 
Percy [Dread], Ed Bannard is on one, and Hannah 
[Heartshape] are on a couple as well. It’s goes from a real 
quick, Arabic punk-sounding track that’s really hectic, to 
soft instrumentals, to passionate vocals and big band-style 
funk and soul stuff.
Justin: You certainly couldn’t categorise it. Stick it under 
miscellaneous.
James: I always categorise it as soul, but more putting your 
soul into it rather than soul music.
 
How does the songwriting process work?
James: I’ll write an instrumental piece that’s kind of 
structured, leaving space for a vocalist. We’ve tried out 
different vocalists with different tracks and it’s whoever 
works the best. I don’t walk in with sheet music and say, 

“Right, this is it”, and I don’t write the lyrics because I want 
the vocalists to make it their own. That’s when you get the 
best performance. I do ‘join in’ sometimes though, I can’t 
help myself.
Justin: The songs gets refined and changed during the 
rehearsals. We might change our bits to fit in with the new 
vocal bits, and gradually it all comes together as a finished 
piece. It’s crafted over time.
 
You recently played a series of gigs in Manchester, 
Gloucester and Cardiff, the latter for the Craig Charles 
Funk and Soul Show. How did they go down with the 
album not yet released?
James: We played to 1,000 people in Cardiff. When they see 
everyone on stage they don’t know what to expect. It looks 
good, but when we started to play you saw everyone’s 
face drop. At the end of the gig we got a standing ovation. 
Everyone went mental.
Justin: It was a ready-made audience because they’d 
bought their tickets to see Craig. They wouldn’t have seen 
anything like us before. I don’t think they were expecting a 
25-piece band. 

It’s quite rare, mainly because it’s probably such a 
ball ache.
James: I know why it’s rare. We were in Manchester and 
everyone was out to go for it and have a good time, and 
I was on stage making sure everyone was line checking 
and everything. We’d gotten a massive spread of food and 
beers – I got upstairs and there was one bottle of beer left, 
and a square of pizza about an inch big. After we’d done 
two Cardiff shows, they were all of a sudden really thankful. 
Some people do come up to me and say thank you. It’s nice, 
but that’s not what I want.
Justin: The first gig we ever did, writing the rider was the 
most fun. Just a trolley load of drinks and spirits, and you 
think, “This is going to last forever, we can take it on to the 
party afterwards.” An hour before we got on stage it was 
dry. The whole lot had gone.
James: Even the bottles of expensive spirits that I’d 
stashed in a locker. Someone had broken into the locker and 
stolen them, someone out of the fucking band. Don’t trust 
musicians with liquor. New Year’s Eve I bought myself a 
bottle of Balvenie Caribbean cask, kept it in my bag in a 
locked room.
Justin: If that’d been on the table with the rest of the rider 
it would have been gone in minutes.
James: They wouldn’t have drunk it, they’d have stolen it. 

“Ooh, it’s my dad’s birthday next week, that’ll make a 
nice gift.”
 
For the album launch you’ll be playing at the Masonic 
Hall again. Did they not learn after you played there 
last April?
James: They were actually really pleased to hear from me, 
which I was quite surprised about. It was great seeing 
people queueing past Rescue Rooms to get in last time. 
Justin: We had to put decking over the entire carpet 
because it’s worth hundreds of thousands. We thought 
we’d burnt our bridges – they took a picture when everyone 
had left and it was such a mess.

James: There was no trouble, though. It’s an amazing 
space, and they’re letting us use the Ionic Temple, which 
previously no one had ever been in. Until a couple of years 
ago, it was only ever used for their meetings and their 
rituals and whatever the fuck they do there.
 
What made you think of asking them in the first place?  
James: I like to research into places that will not only fit us, 
but that aren’t necessarily places that you’d expect to see 
a band.
Justin: We didn’t want to play Rescue Rooms or Rock City…
James: No, they shut at ten. It’s nice to be independent 
to those places and make your own success. We’ve done 
seven gigs in Nottingham and they’ve all sold out.
Justin: With the album not being out, selling out by word 
of mouth is really good. The first gig was the most exciting 
because nobody knew what to expect, we hadn’t even 
really let anyone into any of our rehearsals.   

The first one was at the Arts Theatre, wasn’t it? Is the 
seating a bit of a problem?
James: There was no one sat down at New Year’s Eve. 
We’ve also never had a bar that hasn’t been drunk dry. 
They weren’t ready for us.
Justin: The first one they only put one person behind the 
bar. She was in tears. 
 
I’d have snuck in a bottle…
James: I pay the bouncers so that’d be fine. It’s only if 
anyone’s doing anything violent or wrong that they’ll step 
in. That’s another thing about being independent, people 
respect what you’ve done and they don’t think, “Oh fuck 
it, it’s only this place.” Someone said about the Masonic 
Hall, amazingly, “I’m going to do a shit on the floor.” I was 
like, “Don’t, because I’m going to have to clean that up.” He 
said, “Alright, I’ll put a hole in the wall and put some shit 
in it.” I was like, “Let me get this straight, you’re going to 
put a hole in the wall and put some shit in it? Can you hear 
yourself – what are you on about?” He were like, “Alright 
then…” all sheepish.
 
Is there an instrument you’d still like to have in the 
band?
James: I always think about things in the reality of playing 
live. You wouldn’t get a harp player because it wouldn’t 
be heard over a ten-piece brass section and a booming 
Hammond organ playing through a huge amp. We did have 
a choir for a gig, but that was when I thought, “Oh, I’m 
going too far.”
 
You always promise debauchery, any stories to share?
James: Rehearsals are more outrageous than the gigs 
sometimes.
Justin: We’ve had people collapsing at rehearsals and 
having to be carried off into the corner.
James: Someone was unconscious on the floor, naming no 
names, I had to roll them into the recovery position and 
then say, “I’m not being harsh or anything, but shall we just 
play the next song.”
Justin: Just check for a pulse every five minutes. So long as 
they’re still breathing. We normally behave ourselves 
at gigs.
James: It’s hard sometimes because people get carried 
away, particularly on the way there because they’re excited. 
It was bad at Cardiff; we’re all dressed up in suits and such 
and Percy had his green parker on with the hood up and the 
fur around his face, lumbering along. He walked in after us 
and this lass came up to us and said, “Is that guy asking 
you for change?” We were like, “No, that’s Percy!” He likes 
to come on stage and be like, “Right, I’m here!” All 
dressed up.
Justin: He always pulls it out on stage. A few people have 
pointed it out, he’s like Yoda, shuffling around.
James: And then he’s like Willy Wonka with his walking 
stick, he does a forward roll and is like, “Welcome!”.
 
What you got planned for the album launch, then?
James: It’s going to be completely different to last time 
but much the same quality. It’s over two rooms, and I’m 
going all out this time on lots of décor and different areas 
of the building. We’ve lined up some apocalyptic space 
funk in the form of The Comet is Coming, four times world 
champion scratch DJ Mr Switch is back again, Bendigo 
Band will be playing, plus our usual guests and lots of 
other surprises.
  
Anything else you want to say?
James: I have got one thing. That LeftLion tea towel. The 
one with the map on it. The lake next to the university, I 
don’t know anyone in Nottingham who calls it Lakeh. I was 
disgusted at that. 

Champagne Taste Lemonade Money is released on Saturday 
4 June 2016. The Invisible Orchestra album launch, Masonic 
Hall, Saturday 4 June, 8pm - 1.30am, £16.50.

facebook.com/theinvisibleorchestra
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John Newling is an internationally renowned artist who has been based in 
Nottingham for more than 35 years. Ecologies of Value was shown at Nottingham 
Contemporary in 2012, and his latest exhibition, Last Islands, is currently 
showing at Syson Gallery...
 

Island Mentali t y

You’ve been living in Nottingham for a long time. 
What first brought you here?
I did an MA at Chelsea and an MPhil at Wolverhampton 
as a resident artist, and was back living where I was 
born in Handsworth, going through the frustration that 
loads of young artists go through, waiting for the phone 
to ring. I had one day a week at Walsall, teaching film 
and photography, when in 1981 a job came up at NTU. I 
travelled from Birmingham to Nottingham and I got the 
job. Around the same time I was invited to do a show, 
Seven Trestles, at the Midland Group, making the work 
for it in my flat at the time. We were sitting among all 
these piles of timber, trying to peer through them to see 
the television.
 
You were teaching film and photography, but 
you’re best known as a sculptor. Did you start out 
as a sculptor?
Early on my work was mostly about going out and 
talking to people or digging holes. The first sculpture I 
made was at North Staffs Polytechnic, a table football 
machine, because I loved table football and was 
working with technicians who could help me build it. I 
stuck it in a pub and people played on it there for a year. 
I was mostly curious about the relationship between the 
art, myself and the environment, in place and space. As 
for teaching film and photography, I don’t know how I 
managed to blag my way into that job.
 
Was it to do with using those media to document the 
things you were doing?
It was documentation, but also wet printing, as I think 
it’s called now. I taught the students about ideas and 
showed them how to process film, but I always felt 
slightly uncomfortable with it because it wasn’t really 
what I did. The concepts I was working with were 
translatable, though, and it was my first experience 
of teaching, so it was a positive experience but 
surprisingly draining.
 
The context your work was first seen in would have 
been that time in the early eighties when a kind of 

’new sculpture’ emerged – would that be right?
There had been a show called Zeitgeist, which had 
refreshed a kind of dare to make visual gestures after 
the quite tough, rigorous approach of the seventies, 
when many of the shows you went to were basically the 
same, always very austere. So that did open things up. 
But there was also a hunger – which I had myself – to 
explore the transformation of materials. On a personal 
level, there was a strong feeling around asking what 
this art business was all about, what and who art was 
actually for. Because of that, the works I made on a 
Fulbright Fellowship in the States around 1985 were 
important, things like a series of pieces I made in 
Washington DC, outside the White House, buying plates 
from the tourist stands they have, drawing on them, 
then selling them back to people for the same value I’d 
bought them for. I made works in hotel rooms or out in 
the streets, where I’d put something together and just 
leave it there to be found.
 
There seem to be certain strands in your work, with 
questions around value and exchange, faith, doubt 
and knowledge, that come up again and again.
Yes, they are very consistent, and they cross over a lot. 
Another newer strand is the work with ecologies, and 
how that relates to art with practical uses, which I’m 
getting more and more interested in. The project around 
cultivating moringa plants is an example, because 
of the possibilities for growing them and harvesting 
their leaves for food in those countries where they’re 
really struggling to grow other kinds of crops. Since 
around 2005, I’ve also been looking quite closely at the 
construction of soils. I recently spent a week in Scotland 
talking to world experts in the sciences of soil, from 
forensics through to things like pH levels.

Your work often has this scientific aspect, so 
The Lemon Tree & Me takes the form of a diary 
built around an experiment, and echoes a kind of 
eighteenth century amateur naturalist’s approach.
I don’t think it’s that conscious but there probably is 
an element of that. The Lemon Tree & Me was a project 
where for 688 days I set out to grow a lemon tree in soil 
constructed from a newspaper that I’d made for another 
project. With the work I tried to map a relationship
between the human species and nature. We do need 
to think a lot more deeply about what that relationship 
is and what it might become. I think human beings 
need to be needed, and one of of the things we’ve 
forgotten – or perhaps one of the things that through the 
ages has upset us – is that we know our environment 
doesn’t need us, but know that we need it. The project 
was about the wonder of this natural system that I’m 
observing, the system that can produce this tree. It led 
me to think about how the human species seems to 
want to control its environment completely, and about 
how we might be inventing, digitally or otherwise, a 
new set of environments for ourselves.
 
There seems to be a connection with Last Islands, 
in that these new works have the look of maps, like 
landscapes or field systems viewed from above.
Well, those works always start with a kind of mapping 
process, so there’ll be a plant I’ve grown that is pressed 
to a surface, then that surface is gilded and black paint 
added. The plant is removed and that’s the starting 
point. It’s another way of mapping this relationship 
between myself and the imprint of something natural, 
and mapping is probably the single most consistent 
thing I’ve done since childhood.
 

 I think human beings need 
to be needed [...] we know our 
environment doesn’t need us, 
but know that we need it. 
You’ve also made many pieces in response to 
particular city spaces in Nottingham... 
Yes, I’d like to develop some of the texts I work on, like 

“We needed to be needed but forgot where we lived” or 
“Be Kind”, installed permanently somewhere. A piece 
I made in 1991, Saturday Night & Sunday Morning, 
started from the idea of putting three times the amount 
of light into the Market Square as Nottingham Forest 
had in their football ground, creating a warm space in 
the middle of winter. It led to the City Council talking 
about relighting the Square because it was a bit dark at 
the time and lots of people were scared to go there at 
night. When we see things like that in our environment 
it can wobble the standard etiquette a bit, help to 
ground us in where we are.
 
The exhibition also includes Human Nature Table and 
other sculptural pieces made with soil. 
I’m interested in the ways soil can become a tool. I 
moulded those bowls from soil in my garden and was 
excited by the way they looked when I stacked them, 
working with what felt like the right colour strata 
for each piece. Human Nature Table is also about the 
architecture of that relationship between ourselves and 
the natural world, but it brings certain acquired things 
into play – feathers, rubber stamps, twigs and nibbed 
pens. I’m basically a boy from inner city Birmingham 
so I didn’t grow things until quite late in life. I’m still 
enchanted with the alchemy that occurs when you put 
stuff into soil and it grows. I think we’ve yet to fully 
grasp the significance of this earth we live on. We’ve 
forgotten where we are a little bit. 
 
Last Islands continues at Syson Gallery, 19 Weekday 
Cross, until Saturday 21 May. Opening hours are 
Wednesday – Saturday, 12 - 5pm.

john-newling.com
sysongallery.com

 

interview: Wayne Burrows
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It’s been over thirty years since the miners downed their tools in protest of closing 
mines, but for many the effects still reverberate. Choreographer Gary Clarke’s 
new performance piece Coal sets out to celebrate the people whose lives were 
affected when t’pits shut up shop, and bring the very different worlds of coal dust 
and dance together. 

What’s the story behind Coal?
I’m from a small coal mining village called Grimesthorpe on 
the outskirts of Barnsley. I grew up in the eighties, very much 
when the miners’ strike was happening, and lived a village 
life surrounded by coal mines. Then the mines closed down 
and as a result of that, the village fell apart. I went away, 
became a dancer and a choreographer, and started to look 
back at my history, heritage, my village and the people who 
lived there. I was really struck by the mining industry itself 
and what happened as a result of the the strike. I just felt 
I had a responsibility as an artist to create a piece of work 
which acted as a tribute and a mark of respect.

Do you have personal memories of the strike itself?
I was only about five or six when it happened, but I do 
remember a lot of the violence in the village and police 
being everywhere, police horses charging down our street 
chasing miners. Our front wall was pulled down and used as 
ammunition by the miners. There was a lot of aggression, a 
lot of anger and a lot of fighting. It was a really passionate 
time. People were fighting for their jobs and their lives, so I 
do remember it. Obviously as a child there are only certain 
things I remember, but what I do remember more vividly is 
what the village was like once the mines had closed down. 
Everything changed and people fell apart.

You also spoke to ex-miners who were affected…
Essentially, this is people’s lives that I’m putting on the stage 
so I wanted to do it well. To do that, rather than just using 
my own experience, I needed to speak to people first-hand 
and find out about their stories and memories, and also allow 
them control over the work… We’re selling out everywhere 
and 70% of our audience are ex-miners. They’ve never been 
to the theatre before and never seen dance before – they 
don’t even know what contemporary dance is – and suddenly 
they’re watching the work and they’re responding really 
strongly to it. They get really emotional. Because they don’t 
know the etiquette of theatre they chant, they walk out in 
protest, they cry. We’ve had things thrown at the performers. 
When Margaret Thatcher arrives on stage people throw 
things.

How did you translate the physicality of mining 
into dance?
We watched a lot of documentaries and we went 
underground to see miners at work, I could clearly see 
choreography being driven out of this work. In a parallel to 
dancers, miners use their body to get the job done. One thing 
that we wanted to do was develop a physical dance language 
that could translate into labour, so when you’re watching 
the dancers you know they’re dancing, but actually what’s 
being communicated is hard graft. So you should feel like 
you’re underground, yet it still looks skillful. We worked really 
hard with sound, light, costume and movement to create an 
immersive experience for the audience where you feel like 
you’re actually there with them and you’re witnessing these 

’animals of the earth’ – as the government called them – at 
work. In London, the audience was so involved that they 
started to take off their coats and jumpers because they felt 
like they were hot.

Any trepidation about bringing it to Nottingham, 
considering we have a history?
I’m nervous about bringing it to Nottingham, but also kind of 
excited. We can’t forget that there were a lot of coal miners 
here and they went through it all. The work’s made to act as 
a legacy and I’m just going to bring it and see the reaction. 
What’s on stage is what happened. There is a moment where 
we see a miner cross the picket line and as a result of that, 
we see what happens to him and the community and how 
he’s treated. I’m aware a lot of Nottinghamshire miners went 
through that.

Anything you want to tell readers?
Come and see it. It’s a multimedia production, it’s not just 
about dancing – there’s spoken word, movement, costumes, 
film, live music, recorded music, humour –  it’s a real mix of 
stuff. Some people have said to me in the past, “I wasn’t sure 
what to expect – when I knew it was dance I wasn’t going to 
come”, and then they see the show and go, “It’s much more 
than that.”

Coal, Nottingham Playhouse, Monday 23 and Tuesday 24 May, 
£10-£13.

interview: Hazel Ward

The masters of arts that run 
Nottingham’s European Art Festival – 
that’s NEAT to you and me – are back 
with a bang. This year, the ‘Lion are 
sponsoring the event, so we’re right up 
in the grill of all that’s going on. We’ve 
gone big on a couple of NEAT16 events, 
but here’s a cherry picked selection of 
what else we reckon will be the bee’s 
knees at this years festival, in quick 
fire format…

Shelley On A Loop 
Bat to the face. Repeat.
Thursday 19 - Friday 20 May, 5pm/7pm, free, 
Nottingham Contemporary

Fuga Perpetua
Immersive refugee story, always running.
Sunday 22 May, 7.30pm, £10 - £16, Djanogly Theatre

Ventoux
Pile-inducing bike riding. Ouch.
Monday 23 - Tuesday 24 May, 7.30pm, £10/£12, 
Djanogly Theatre

World Fusion
Cultural Vibrations presents multicultural music.
Saturday 28 May, 7.30pm, from £6.50, Playhouse

Architects of Air ‘Katena’
Explore boundless tunnels of light.
Saturday 28 May - Sunday 5 June, 11am - 5.15pm, 
£4, Lakeside Arts

Joan
Bearded lady in record shop.  
Thursday 2 June, 7.30pm, pay what you can, 
Rough Trade

The Trilogy
Inspired by Shakespeare, contains nudity.
Friday 3 - Saturday 4 June, 8pm, £11/£13, 
Nottingham Playhouse

The Doodle Dance Show
Scribble stories with your sprogs.
Sunday 5 June, 1pm/3.30pm, £8, Djanogly Theatre

I, Myself and Me
One woman, running outta eggs.
Thursday 9 June, 7.45pm, £8/£10, Playhouse

Poet In Da Corner
Right mouthy grime/poetry hybrid.
Saturday 11 June, 7.45pm, £8/£10, Playhouse

 When you’re watching 
the dancers you know 
they’re dancing, but actually 
what’s being communicated 
is hard graft.

NEAT LINE-UP

CaRboN FooTpRintsintsint
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D.H Lawrence was a restless beast who travelled the world in search of a utopian community. He eventually found this in Taos, 
New Mexico. Stephen Lowe’s latest play, Altitude Sickness, explores this period of Lawrence’s life when the only thing that got 
him in a rage was losing at charades.

Why is DH Lawrence important to you?
The easy answer is I’m a working class lad from 
Nottingham who wanted to be a writer and you can’t grow 
up not reading Lawrence. Lady Chatterley’s Lover came 
out when I was thirteen and I’ve spent my whole life living 
with and thinking about him. I’ve written about him so 
much he’s like family now. But sometimes we fall out.
 
Your new play Altitude Sickness deals with an area of 
Lawrence’s writing that’s problematic …
It deals with his notions about the submission of women 
and how the stronger the woman is the more she has to 
place herself, like The Taming of the Shrew, under the foot 
of the master. His notions of wills between relationships I 
now think are rather silly, particularly the phases through 
which this play looks at: when an artist makes a move from 
being an artist to a prophet and then a messiah.
 
What’s the context to the play?
Mabel Dodge Luhan was a wealthy heiress and patron of 
the Arts. The American equivalent of Lady Ottoline Morrell 
in that she came from that tradition of holding soirées for 
artists of all kinds. In 1923 she pays for Lawrence to come 
over to Taos, New Mexico along with a selection of arty folk 
to help set up her dream artistic community. She wanted 
Lawrence to write about her life.    
 
He doesn’t strike me as someone who’d settle down into 
an ‘Arvon’ type commune. 
Lawrence sees art as being like a grenade. It blows 
the world up and some will rise from the ashes with 
the phoenix. For him, art must have this tremendous 
revolutionary action that moves from the head to the blood 
to the pagan again. That’s what he wants from this meeting 
of people. He doesn’t want a commune with everyone 
writing poems on their own. He wants a commune in which 
he can lead as a revolutionary God. Which is what the play 
is about. It’s very funny, honest.
 
How does the play start?
Lawrence loved playing charades, which I find most 
curious. The problem was he had to win, and increasingly, 
he had to play all of the parts as well. I got this idea for 
this playful but significant game of charades that they’re 
setting up before breakfast in Mexico. The twenty minute 
script that Lawrence actually wrote – on which this play 
is based – is not important. What’s interesting is why he 
didn’t finish it.
 
Which has something to do with women…
Altitude Sickness explores what happened around the time 
that this opening scene is written and how Lawrence 
coped with having three powerful women vying for his

attention. These were Mabel Dodge Luhan, aristocratic 
painter Dorothy Bret and, of course, his wife Frieda. It’s 
exactly what he would have liked, the three women 
fighting over him. It’s a classic play about sex and the 
relationship between a man and a woman. It’s important to 
look at the three women and how they represent challenges 
and changes to Lawrence. 
 
Lawrence met his match in Frieda. She was a strong-
willed woman… 
There’s a famous story about how Lawrence and Frieda met 
in 1912. Lawrence went around to see his old tutor Ernest 
Weekley on Private Road, who Frieda was married to at 
the time. Weekley was out. The debate that goes around is 
whether it took her 20 or 25 minutes to get Lawrence into 
bed. Frieda had been the mistress of Otto Gross, one of 
Europe’s most notorious sexual revolutionaries and was an 
advocate of free love. Everything Lawrence knew about sex, 
Frieda taught him. But he found it very difficult to accept 
the consequences of her liberalism. He was very rarely 
unfaithful, she was determinedly so.
 

 Frieda had been the mistress 
of Otto Gross, one of Europe’s most 
notorious sexual revolutionaries 
and was an advocate of free love. 
Everything Lawrence knew about 
sex, Frieda taught him. 

How did Lawrence cope with this?
Initially when they were on the move, Frieda carried on as 
she always said she would. As an advocate of free love. But 
eventually, when she sees the pain it causes him, she stays 
quiet about her affairs. Instead she says she is ‘visiting’ her 
mother in Baden Baden. Frieda is an incredible woman. Her 
principles and history are amazing.
 
She’s been unfairly derided by critics and painted as a 
heartless mother who abandoned her children…  
When Frieda was married to Ernest Weekley she would 
take male friends to Germany to have her fun and always 
returned home. When she took Lawrence on one such trip, 
he wrote to her husband saying she wasn’t coming back. 
When Weekley got this letter he quickly got the lawyers 
and stopped Frieda from coming back and seeing her three 
children. Lawrence was very manipulative and I’m sure this 
caused their relationship friction over the years. But there’s 
no doubt that as much as they argued, they genuinely 
cared for each other.

Lawrence was a restless beast who travelled the world in 
search of Rananim, a kind of utopian community of 
like-minded people. Did he find this in Taos?
Everywhere he’d gone before where he’d met the ‘natives’, 
he ended up disliking them, for not living up to his 
expectations. This wasn’t prejudice, it was Lawrence’s own 
personal ideology. But, from the Pueblo Indians of Taos, he 
felt there was something to be learned. I explore this in 
the play through the Hopi Indian dance, but beware of the 
snake…
 
Why was he searching for Rananim in New Mexico?
Taos is cut off. It’s up in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of 
New Mexico. It’s about communing with nature. Lawrence 
yearned desperately for that pagan way of living; running 
naked into the forest when it rained. This wasn’t unusual 
in the twenties. People were seeking completely different 
ways of living after WWI. You either went hedonistic, 
like the bright young things of Evelyn Waugh’s novels – 
who Lawrence detested – or you went pagan. You went 
backwards to see if native cultures had something.
 
Have you visited the ranch?
I was offered a place to write there thirty years ago when 
I was a shepherd in Yorkshire. But I couldn’t afford the air 
fare at the time. I got to go five years ago when they were 
doing my play Empty Bed Blues, which is about a dying 
Lawrence trying to find a publisher for Lady Chatterley. It’s 
pretty basic and freezing in winter because it’s 6-7,000 feet 
up. Lawrence and Frieda were terrific about being poor. 
Frieda made the worst dresses you can imagine out of old 
curtains and didn’t give a damn.  
 
Do you think he was truly happy in Taos?
Lawrence was massively influenced by the philosopher 
and transcendentalist Henry David Thoreau, who was into 
simple living in natural surroundings. Lawrence wanted 
somewhere without a divide so that when you opened your 
door you were straight into wilderness. Primitive. With a 
cow. Lawrence loved milking his cow every day. It was this 
that led to the ‘prophet’ notion. So landscape and place was 
crucial to him. The cruel irony is that after travelling all over 
the world to find this spot, he finally finds it and he’s told 
he has to move out because it’s bad for his health.
 
Altitude Sickness, Lakeside Arts Centre as part of NEAT16, 
Tuesday 17 May, 2pm & 8pm, £5. 

stephen-lowe.co.uk

interview: James Walker



PLAY IT FORWARD

Their name was made up on the spur of the moment, but Nonsuch Theatre have a long-term plan to bring theatre workshops 
and plays to everyone from the tiny ‘uns to the over-fifties. We had a chat with artistic director and all-round chief Edward 
Boott, who gave us a tour of their new home on Clarendon Street.

What is unique about physical theatre that can 
benefit people?
As an art form, it is very social. It provides an opportunity 
to explore the things we don’t want to, or we don’t feel 
we can, talk about – whether that be a really serious topic 
or a really light-hearted thing in our imagination like, 

“Wouldn’t it be great if we could all be frogs?” There was 
a director that said that when you’re on stage performing, 
you’re given amazing permission to do something you 
could never do in real life. 

It’s from those moments that we begin to learn a lot 
more about who we are as people, and how people work 
together. There’s also a vast amount of simple social skills 
like interaction, learning to cope with stress, managing 
people, managing expectations and all the functional 
things that go around making a piece of theatre. We 
always try and make sure the people we work with 
have some kind of journey with an achievement, which 
can involve putting them out of their comfort zone, but 
supporting them through that process.
  
Do you find that people who aren’t involved in theatre 
have different takes on issues in theatre? 
I used to work at John Lewis and one of my managers 
used to say, “At the end of the day you’re working in a 
shop, it’s not life or death.” I think there’s that feeling for 
artists – we’re very passionate about what we do but it’s 
not life and death. Yes, it talks about things that are very 
important to society and it’s really great, but functionally 
we often need to lighten up a little bit. I think that’s what 
the wider public feel sometimes – it’s too serious, too 
closed in. That’s what we are trying to do here. We’re not 
an established venue, we have a space that anyone can 
come in to hire or use.

Is there a danger that theatre has stagnated in the 
public’s eye?
It’s constantly a discussion but nothing’s really happening. 
Theatre shoots itself in the foot quite often by saying 
that people don’t engage with it, and then you look at 
somewhere like the Theatre Royal and it’s got thousands 
of people going who aren’t traditional theatregoers but 
they’re paying £50 to see Dirty Dancing.  

Will the classes you run with children allow parents 
to get involved?
Quite often it’s the first time the children have worked 
with a professional arts organisation, and maybe the 
first time the parents have. We bring in all the parents 
at the end of the day and those final fifteen minutes are 

really important because they get to see their children’s 
work. We keep in contact with the schools we work with 
and if they have questions, we answer them – it’s not 
about keeping them coming back to us, it’s raising that 
awareness that Nottingham is full of likeminded people. 
If someone comes to us and then they go to the Playhouse 
or Lakeside, that’s still great because we’re developing 
future audiences.

Do you think Nottingham is a particularly good city for 
theatre arts?
It’s a tricky one – I think historically we’ve been really 
good and if you look back at the people who performed 
here or worked here and where they are now, there’s been 
a huge amount of stuff. Maybe other cities in the region 
have overtaken us slightly, places like Derby and Leicester. 
I guess we don’t have a coherent voice in Nottingham, I 
think we all work very independently. I don’t know what 
the answer is or who should lead it but I feel there is so 
much potential because if you talk to anyone, everyone in 
the city has the most amazing story to tell you. 

Where do you think is getting it right? 
My perspective of what theatre can be comes from London 
and Madrid, where everything is very specific to the city. 
I’m not saying we should replicate that but there’s so much 
passion for making stuff in those places. They have really 
interesting audience dynamics, and any student studying 
theatre can go in for free and fill the empty seats. 

There’s an openness. Spanish people are very open about 
emotions and feelings, whereas we [British] are very cold 
and closed. Everyone discusses things after, and groups 
want to know – they don’t care if you hated it, they just 
want to know why. I always say if you haven’t enjoyed 
working with us then that is a really positive thing as 
you know that theatre isn’t for you, but hopefully you’ve 
realised that there are lots of other things open to you as 
well. I think it needs to be woken up, given a bit of fizz.

Will things like NEAT16 help create a sense of cohesion?
It has the potential to. It’s completely our bag in terms 
of people flying in from everywhere and all the different 
cultures that we have, and an amazing opportunity for the 
city. It’s only in its third year, though, and this year there’s 
no real funding behind it so everyone is doing things out 
of passion. 

It would be great if a grant could be magicked out of 
nowhere – NEAT needs to get bigger and bolder because 
it’s got all the ingredients there, it now rests on the 

powers that be to oomph it up a bit or to provide the 
framework to allow it to happen. Arts organisations 
can only go so far. I was very passionate that we did 
something when we thought we were going to get funds 
and now that they haven’t come through, I’m even more 
passionate for us to make something really great. 

What are the big issues in theatre in Nottingham?
The council are very actively trying to look at a cultural 
strategy. For us as a company working internationally, 
with an international perspective, what’s the potential 
for that in Nottingham? We’re working with Rose Bruford 
College, London, to bring masterclasses up and share high 
level skills. How do we encourage Nottingham as a place 
for emerging artists? I feel like we benefited from coming 
from London to Nottingham. How do we make people 
want to come and work here, and how do we grow 
our audiences? 

What do you think of the council initiative so far?
It’s still just taking its first baby steps, and there’s a 
funding bid at the moment. I wait with anticipation. 
There’s a genuine hunger from arts organisations to do 
something different. I don’t think it’s going to be a thirty-
page document on how we will all do this, I think it’s 
much more open than that. What are the targets we want 
to achieve, and how do we want to do this? As a younger 
company, we have to fight for our funding. In theatre, 
there’s a weird tradition of having to ask permission to 
perform. I found it became a lot easier when I stopped 
asking for things. Just do it.

Anything else you want to say?
Just that we want to meet and talk to everyone. This place 
is our home, but we want an exciting space for things to 
happen, and we’re finding ways to make it free or cheaper 
for artists. I’d much rather have the building full and us 
a little bit delirious, than things be really calm and have 
someone who pays £500 a day. 

Nonsuch Theatre at NEAT16: Shake It Up Europe, three 
weeks of scratch performances, socials and events; NEAT 
and UnTidy, Sunday 22 - Sunday 29 May; Symposium 2016 - 
New Beginnings, Monday 30 May - Sunday 5 June; ¡Fiesta!, 
Monday 6 - Sunday 12 June. 

Nonsuch Theatre, 32a Clarendon Street, NG1 5JD. 

nonsuchtheatre.com

interview: Hazel Ward
photo: Dom Henry

 I think there’s that 
feeling for artists – we’re 
very passionate about 
what we do but it’s not life 
and death.
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Clifton-born Jack Perks makes a living out of snapping British critters in their natural habitat. He’s about to 
impart his pearls of wisdom in a course at Nottingham Trent University, so we had a chat about everything 
from artist exposure to city centre otters...

You studied at South Notts 
College. How did your career 
progress from there?
I did a BTEC in photography, 
then went to university in 
Falmouth, Cornwall, to do a 
degree in marine and natural 
history photography. After that, 
I came back to Nottingham to 
go full-time with the wildlife 
photography, and I’m finally 
making a living out of it.

How did working with the BBC come about?
Funnily enough, it started in Nottingham in about 2013 
for a series called The Great British Year. It was a nature 
series and they were looking for as many people to film on 
it as possible –  young, up-and-comers in particular – so I 
got in touch with them via Twitter. I told them about these 
fish that eat fruit in my local river on Fareham Brook. From 
there, my name got spread around, and Springwatch and 
Countryfile contacted me.

They say never work with children or animals. What led 
you to taking up wildlife photography?
It’s cliche to say, but I’ve always been interested in wildlife 
– that came first. The photography came as a way of making 
a living and being able to see as many species as possible. 
And what I do is so varied – one day I can be in a river 
filming fish underwater, and the next I’m up a mountain 
filming birds. That’s what appealed to me – I could do 
anything as long as I could take a picture of it. 

What’s your favourite animal to photograph?
I’ve been doing a lot of water voles recently, so I’d say that’s 
my favourite at the minute. They’re basically chubby rats, 
but a lot cuter.

How do you go about getting the perfect shot of a 
particularly wily animal?
It varies from species to species. Let’s say I want to 
photograph a kingfisher – you can’t just trundle up to it 
because it will fly away. Normally, I’ll work out where it 
likes to sit and fish from, and then I’ll set up a hide – a pop-
up tent or some scrim netting. Then it’s a waiting game. 
Sometimes it comes in five minutes, and other times you can 
be sat waiting for five hours.

One of the advantages of working locally means that I can 
visit a location a lot more easily and more often. I try and 
scout a place out first, and talk to local people if I’m not 
familiar with an area. I’ll work out where the animal is likely 
to be and where the light is going to come in. There’s a lot 
that goes into it.

What’s the weirdest thing you’ve caught animals doing 
on camera?
One of the things that always surprises me is the amount 
of urban wildlife in towns and cities. People assume that 
built-up areas are particularly devoid of wildlife. Recently, 
I’ve been filming an otter that’s very close to the city centre. 
There’re water voles in Mansfield and peregrine falcons 
on NTU’s Newton and Arkwright building. There’s all this 
amazing wildlife that you just wouldn’t think would be in 
an urban place. 

Have you noticed a change in animals’ habitats due to 
human interference or damage?
I’ve lived on Fareham Brook pretty much all my life. It was 
really good for a couple of years, and then it’s kind of gone 
downhill. There was terrible pollution when they were 
building the trams – they dumped a load of stuff in the 
rivers and really knackered it up. The Trent is getting better, 
but it’s still pretty bad. 

What would you say to those who argue that British 
wildlife isn’t all that interesting?
When I tell people I’m a wildlife photographer, the first 
thing they say is, “Have you been to Africa?” I have to tell 
them, “No, I’ve just been up to Beeston.” Almost 100% of my 
work is based in the UK and it never fails to amaze me how 
much wildlife we have. Whether it’s grey seal colonies on 
the coast, or migratory birds that come in. Just in your back 
garden, there is so much wildlife if you look closely. I would 
say that if you’re feeling bored by it, you need to look harder. 
You don’t even need to travel, it’s all on your doorstep.

What’s the most exciting animal that Nottingham has 
to offer?
I would say it’s exciting, but I don’t know if anyone else 
would. There’s a fish called a spined loach that lives in the 
Trent, and it’s one of the only places in the UK that you can 
find it. They’re only a few inches long and they live in the 
silt, so it’s hard to find them. They’re quite colourful and 
they can actually breathe air if the water’s really dirty. I 
think they’re fascinating. 

Do you think there’s an expectation that artists should 
give away a lot of their work for free, in exchange 
for ‘exposure’? 
With the advent of digital photography and smartphones, 
everyone’s a photographer. A lot of people take advantage of 
that and approach people who have just put something on 
Flickr. You can imagine that it’s quite flattering if someone 
doesn’t do it for a living, if someone says, “I really like your 
photo, can we use it in a magazine?” Because they don’t do 
it professionally, they don’t know what that image is worth. 
They’re missing out on a bit of money, but they’re also 
undermining the guys who are trying to make a living on 
what is already a difficult career path. I take it on a request 
basis – sometimes it can be handy as it leads to work 
further down the line. Some people are quite shocked when 
I ask for money, but they’re getting paid to do their job, so 
why wouldn’t they pay me to do mine?

You’re running a week-long wildlife photography course 
at NTU this summer. What can people expect?
We’ll go through the techniques, setting and equipment 
needed to photograph wildlife; how to get close to animals 
and where to find them. Then on the last day, we’ll have 
a full practical day on location in Nottinghamshire on a 
reserve that best fits that season. I’m showing off, at its 
best, how people can go from taking a snapshot of an 
animal, to taking a really good image of wildlife.

Do you have any tips for aspiring wildlife photographers? 
My main ones are to shoot local, because it’s a pain to carry 
loads of gear around on trains. Whether it’s a park or your 
garden, you will find some form of wildlife. You can build 
up a knowledge base, and you’ll recognise that a certain 
sparrow always shows up on a certain hedge and you can 
pre-plan that around a time that gets a nice shot, like a 
sunset for example. And don’t be frightened to use a camera 
phone. People assume that you need to use a great big 
camera with a lens that could knock someone out to shoot 
wildlife, but that’s not the case. 

If you could be any animal, what would you be?
I’d have to be a bird. Something like an eagle so I’m at the 
top of the food chain and nothing is gonna eat me. I could 
just fly around and do my own business. 

Wildlife Photography Summer School, Nottingham Trent 
University, Monday 15 - Friday 19 August 2016, £425. 

jackperksphotography.com

 
interview: Lucy Manning

 When I tell people I’m a 
wildlife photographer, the first 
thing they say is ‘Have you been 
to Africa?’ I have to tell them, ‘No, 
I’ve just been up to Beeston.’”



Former NYO member and artistic director 
James Lowe, popped back to conduct the main 
orchestra. The Notts-born musician is currently 
living it up in Berlin, and spends his time 
working as chief conductor of the Prussian 
Chamber Orchestra and the Vaasa Sinfonia.
 
How did you first get into conducting?
I had a gap year between school and studying at the 
University of Edinburgh. I was contacted by Duncan Lloyd 
who conducted the Djanogoly Community Orchestra as 
they needed an extra viola for a concert. He suggested I 
conduct something in the next rehearsal, after which he 
generously gave me his orchestra for the whole year. I was 
also playing in the Nottingham Youth Orchestra and Derek 
Williams gave me a couple of chances to stand up in front 
of my friends. After university, I studied conducting in 
various masterclasses and conducting became my full 
time occupation. 

When choosing members of your orchestras, are there 
certain skills that you look for?
Every orchestra has its own audition protocols. Nowadays, 
everyone is so well taught, they can technically do pretty 
much anything. However, being able to communicate 
something that lies behind the notes is the most 
important factor. Also, having a superb musician who 
radiates unpleasantness is far worse than someone 

technically less perfect who really wants to connect with 
their colleagues.
 
Do you have complete responsibility in choosing the 
programme? Do you enjoy the challenge of interpreting 
a piece in your own way?
With my own orchestras, I decide, given various financial 
and personnel constraints and taking into account 
what the players would like. I then sit with hundreds 
of file cards and try to put together the jigsaw. It’s 
one of the hardest but hugely satisfying parts of the 
job. Interpretation is a loaded word. Bernard Haitink 
wondered why we have to ‘interpret’ – why can’t we just 
play the music? 
 

 I worry that kids from 
my background don’t have 
the opportunities that I had... 
Classical music shouldn’t just be 
the preserve of a few.
You’ve conducted for the Prussian Chamber Orchestra 
and the Tokyo Philharmonic. Do you adjust your style 
for each orchestra?
Every country has a different way of playing, and every 
single orchestra is different. The main approach is always 

the same – see what they offer and try to grow something 
together during rehearsals that reflects what I believe the 
composer wanted.
 
What’s the classical music scene like in Nottingham? 
Although Nottingham has no professional symphony 
orchestra, it’s exceedingly rich for non-professional 
music making. I hate the word ‘amateur’ as it suggests 
something to be looked down upon. The Nottingham 
Philharmonic in particular remains one of the finest non-
pro bands in the UK. 
 
Do you think that Nottingham is a good place to be for 
aspiring classical musicians?
There’s so much going on in Nottingham, it’s always 
possible to find some great playing experience. Sadly, 
the instrumental tuition service that I benefited from 
is now very much cut down. I worry that kids from my 
background don’t have the opportunities that I had. 
That’s a national problem, but one that I find extremely 
depressing – classical music shouldn’t just be the 
preserve of a few.
 
What upcoming events can we look forward to?
Well, it’s not a public event, but we are shipping the 
orchestra up to Leeds in September to play alongside 
the Orchestra of Opera North. That’s the first time the 
Nottingham Youth Orchestra will have played within a 
professional orchestra – I hope we blow a few players’ 
minds with what’s possible…

The Nottingham Youth Orchestra celebrated its thirtieth anniversary earlier this year with a special gig at the Royal 
Concert Hall. We decided that we simply didn’t know enough about the youthful musical goings-on, so had a word with two 
of the most talented tuneists Hoodtown has ever seen...

Musical Youth interviews: Lara Agland
photos: Dom Henry  

If you watched Britain’s Got Talent last year you 
may have seen Nottingham’s Kanneh-Mason 
Family Orchestra reach the semi-finals. A bunch 
of musically talented siblings, the eldest, Isata 
was a soloist at the NYO’s anniversary concert…
 
What first drew you towards music?
Originally, my piano lessons were just a hobby. It wasn't 
until I was ten and started going to the Junior Royal 
Academy of Music that I started thinking about doing it 
professionally. I really admired [pianist] Marta Argerich.
 
You’ve had masterclass tuitions with great pianists 
including Nelita True and Howard Shelley – in what 
ways have they influenced the way you play?
It has massively helped my technique. I feel it’s important 
to get as many different opinions as possible while you are 
still trying to find your own style, because then you have a 
wide range of ideas to choose from.

What was it like being a soloist for the Nottingham 
Youth Orchestra?
It was amazing, partly because I used to play in the 
orchestra when I was younger so it was lovely to come back. 
Also, it gave me a chance to perform a concerto that I have 

loved all my life.
 

How does playing with your siblings compare to playing 
with an orchestra?
It’s different because we are so used to each other's 
styles and ways of playing. A lot often goes unsaid during 
rehearsals as it is done instinctively.
 
Were there many musical opportunities for you when you 
were growing up?
There were lots of opportunities for music lessons and 
there were also many local orchestras, festivals and 
competitions. I took advantage of a lot of these, and one 
of my first public experiences was competing in the 
Nottingham Music Festival.
 
You’re the youngest winner of the Nottingham Young 
Musician of the Year, and performed in the BBC’s Young 
Musician of the Year competition. How was that? 
BBC Young Musician was by far the most intense 
competition I've competed in so far. Although I’ve done 
other competitions, the fact that the BBC one is televised 
and such a big deal made it all the more intense.
 
How do you go about choosing your repertoire?
For concerts and competitions, I usually pick whatever I am 
learning, which is usually what I love the most at the time. 
In general, I find myself drawn to Chopin and Beethoven, 
but I play a wide range of composers.

 

What advice would you give to other young musicians?
As a young person, I was always struggling to fit my 
instrument practice in around my studies, but if you love 
music enough then it's always worth making the time.
 
Your family orchestra reached the semi-final of Britain’s 
Got Talent last year...
We originally entered the competition because we were 
approached, but once we were on it, we just wanted to have 
a good time and bring some enjoyment to musicians and 
non musicians alike. I feel that the experience was useful 
because it was a difficult audience to perform for, and that’s 
made us more versatile and resilient.
 
You’re a proper talented bunch. Is it in your genes?
I’m not really sure how my siblings and I ended up all 
doing music – my parents never planned this and certainly 
did not expect us all to take to it so much. Perhaps it was a 
sort of domino effect, and now we all influence and inspire 
each other.
 
How often do you perform with your family?
Since BGT, my family and I have performance opportunities 
quite frequently, although we have not yet been offered 
a tour...
 
Up and coming Nottingham Youth Orchestra performances 
include Sunday 3 July at the Albert Hall and Friday 5 August 
at St Barnabas Cathedral.
 

nottinghamyouthorchestra.org
james-lowe.co.uk
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FATHER
JOHN MISTY

29 NOVEMBER
 DE MONTFORT HALL

LEICESTER
03 DECEMBER

 ARENA (STEEL HALL)
SHEFFIELD*
16 DECEMBER

 ROYAL CONCERT HALL
NOTTINGHAM

ALT-TICKETS.CO.UK
A DHP PRESENTATION

+ SPECIAL GUESTS                                           + EKKOES*

COMPETITION
WINNER

IN ASSOCIATION WITH NOTTINGHAM CITY COUNCIL

 



COLWICK  
COUNTRY PARK 
NOTTINGHAM
SATURDAY 4 JUNE

CHASE & STATUS DJ SET
CRAIG DAVID’S TS5 ⁄⁄ STORMZY

WILKINSON DJ SET ⁄⁄ GIGGS ⁄⁄ DAVID RODIGAN ⁄⁄ SHY FX
PREDITAH ⁄⁄ BIG NARSTIE ⁄⁄ LEVELZ 

THE ELEMENTZ  MCs RAGE ⁄⁄ STAMINA ⁄⁄ INJA ⁄⁄ AD-APT

THE BIG TOP

THE WOODLAND

LAKESIDE

THE PONTOON

MAIN STAGE

NOISIA
FRICTION ⁄⁄ CALYX & TEEBEE

FRED V & GRAFIX ⁄⁄ DJ HYPE ⁄⁄ HAZARD ⁄⁄ CALIBRE & DRS
DIMENSION ⁄⁄ ALIX PEREZ B2B IVY LAB ⁄⁄ ANNIX

TRANSIT MAFIA  MCs DRS ⁄⁄ 2SHY ⁄⁄ LINGUISTICS ⁄⁄ LX ONE ⁄⁄ ID ⁄⁄ AD
TAKEOVERS: PLAYAZ 

DJ KOZE
MALA DMZ ⁄⁄ PALEMAN & CHUNKY

KAHN & NEEK ⁄⁄ HODGE ⁄⁄ KLOSE ONE ⁄⁄ COMMODO 
SIR SPYRO ⁄⁄ LUKAS WIGFLEX

TAKOVERS: WIGFLEX ⁄⁄ DEEP MEDI X TRACE

TQD (ROYAL T + DJ Q + FLAVA D) 
NOVELIST ⁄⁄ CASISDEAD ⁄⁄ GENERAL LEVY

ELIJAH & SKILLIAM ⁄⁄ KENNY KEN JUNGLE SET ⁄⁄ HOLY GOOF
JUNGLE JAM ⁄⁄ TUMBLE AUDIO ⁄⁄ STANDFAST

REDLIGHT
DJ ZINC ⁄⁄ CHRIS LORENZO

MR MENDEL ⁄⁄ UNIIQU3 ⁄⁄ JACK SWIFT
CARAMELLO ⁄⁄ SOULJAM ⁄⁄ STFD

TICKETS ON FINAL RELEASE – WWW.DETONATEEVENTS.COM /DETONATEUK  @DETONATEUK          
 @DETONATEUK  @DETONATE_UK

5 STAGES OF MUSIC

OUTDOOR LAKESIDE STAGES, BIG TOPS,
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These are the Breaks
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Breakin’ Convention brings the four pillars of hip hop 
together and is billed as more than just a show – what 
can the audience expect?
Expect music from a DJ from the mezzanines, so even 
as you walk past the theatre, you’ll hear music already. 
There’ll be graffiti outside and inside, and there’ll be 
improvisational cyphers as you walk into the space. 
Immediately there’s this broken fourth wall quality – it’s 
like a party as soon as you arrive. The onstage shows are 
the best hip hop from around the world and round the 
corner. This is one of the mantras that Breakin’ Convention 
has had since the beginning – always acknowledging the 
activity locally, and having them on stage as well as these 
global hip hop artists. 

This year we’re bringing world champion b-boys, The 
Ruggeds. We’ve got Antoinette Gomis from France 
presenting a beautiful solo to the poetry of Nina Simone, 
and Iron Skulls from Spain. They’re the first Spanish 
crew we’ve worked with and they’ve got quite a dystopian 
vision. How they approach the stage is very interesting.
 
Do you feel this is the direction of modern theatre?
It’s definitely here to stay in relation to theatre’s rich 
diversity, or at least technical diversity. I think part of the 
problem with theatre is that it doesn’t really acknowledge 
what’s happening in its own backyard; there’s this high 
art approach that distances art from what the people are 
producing. It’s been like that for years. I like to think that 
Breakin' Convention can usher in another way of looking at 
what art is in the theatre, and hip hop is very comfortable 
in that space. There’s a big audience that believes that also. 
 
Have you noticed a shift in the recognition that 
breakdancing and hip hop theatre get as an art form in 
the last decade or so?
A lot of breakdancers and body poppers have gone on to 
train in contemporary dance, and vice versa. There are 
people doing contemporary dance that have discovered 
the hip hop form and think, “This makes sense to me.” 
There are choreographers training contemporary dancers 

– great names across Europe – that are working with hip 
hop dancers and using hip hop techniques, like Akram 
Khan. As artists, they’re really beautiful in the way they 
almost disguise the technique within their vision. I’ve 
always believed hip hop dance had a future where it would 
permeate people’s visions because of the amount of options 
of movement it gives. Russell Maliphant has been working 
with Dickson Mbi in the piece he created that’s influenced 
by Rodin – he understood how popping techniques made 
sense to some of the shapes he was trying to present. 
There’s definitely been a shift, and long may it continue.

With the local elements of Breakin’ Convention, how do 
you go about selecting the performers and artists?
It’s a lot to do with engaging a local rep. In Nottingham 
it’s Rebekah Roberts from NuProjeks, she’s the connection 
between the theatre and the hip hop community. The reps 
put the call out for local artists, get them together and send 
us some videos. We create a shortlist, and then hold a day 
of auditions. It’s a system we’ve made work over the years.
 
Music-wise, is there a very distinct beat and rhythm 
group that works best, or can you pretty much 
breakdance to anything?
Breakdancing, for me, always looks best on breakbeats. 
That music inspired us to dance like that. I get it with 
theatre that people go, “Let’s mix breaking with classical 
music.” Sometimes it works, but sometimes it just looks 
shit, if you ask me. You also wonder why this collaboration 
needs to happen and what is that really about? I think the 
reason it’s done is because they feel that they’ve got to use 
classical music to justify that they’re doing it in theatre. 
Classical music is the theatrical vehicle, but anyone who 
understands music knows you can use anything in a 
theatrical way. Surely we should be thinking more about 
what we’re exploring in our work? If it’s justifying ourselves 
as a hip hop artist in a theatre, then that’s just weak – 
move on.
 
In 2011 you turned down an MBE for services to British 
dance – can you give a brief reason as to why you 
did that?
I appreciate that you said brief. It’s the name, [Member of 
the British Empire] and I’m glad that I still feel the same 
way. I have no regrets. It’s insidious and I don’t play that – I 
think that me rejecting it highlights the insidious nature 
of the award.
 
The Letter, the show created around the MBE, includes 
a lot of physical impersonations of your own family and 
friends – was that challenging, or is it something you 
regularly incorporate?
For this particular piece, the challenge was to not hear 
from Jonzi D, but to hear people close to him and what they 
thought of the MBE. I didn’t think there’d be enough of a 
night of theatre if it was just my opinion – as you heard, I 
can summarise it into two words: the name. To just harp on 
about the name, “The name! It’s a bad name. Sod the name. 
Name name name. Change the name.” That’s boring. What 
was more interesting was hearing other people’s points of 
view; I tried to present most of the arguments that got to 
me in some way, and made me think twice about what I 
was doing.

I like to try and see things from someone else’s point 
of view. I’ve got mine, but to learn about other people’s 
opinions and see the world from where you’re sitting is an 
exciting thing for me. 
 
Part of your ambition in your career was to gain artistic 
recognition for breakdancing and hip hop culture – are 
you glad that you managed to make a political statement 
as well as getting that recognition?
It was a perfect triple whammy for me. To be able to get 
the acknowledgement and to create a show out of it, which 
then presents a political statement. It’s been great for all of 
those reasons.
 
Do you ever see a time when you’re not dancing…
I’m sitting on my arse most of the time because I’m 
directing or on the phone. Every now and again it’s like, 

“Shit, I’ve got a show coming up, back in the studio.” I’ve got 
no real regiment in my life, I’m always travelling, I spend 
half of the time away from home. But these are all just 
excuses and I should fit it into my schedule.
 
Do you not miss it?
Not in that way – I’ve been doing it for forty years, so 
enough already. Especially when you see young people 
doing things that you would never possibly imagine doing 
with your body. I don’t want to limit the development of the 
dance as a genre by trying to do it myself.

You’re always going to be busting out the moves in the 
privacy of your own home, though?
I would never, ever stop doing that. That’s just life. I 
danced before I was born to my mum’s heartbeat. I’ve 
always had rhythm and I’ll never lose it. It’s just a thing 
that I do. Dance is not something that I chose to do, but it 
was something I chose to make a career in – they’re two 
very different things.
 
Hopefully the show will inspire people in many ways. 
What would be the first steps to getting into dancing, 
and have you any pearls of wisdom for them? 
Speak to your local rep, Rebekah. Connect with her. My 
advice: work hard. That’s one thing – dance is no play thing. 
Yes it’s enjoyable, but if you want to be a dancer, work hard, 
train hard.

Breakin’ Convention, Nottingham Royal Concert Hall, 
Tuesday 17 - Wednesday 18 May, £10/£15.

breakinconvention.com
 

interview: Ali Emm
photo: Ben Wachenue

Breaking, popping and locking all over the shop, the Theatre Royal is set to be home to the hip hop dance theatre show that’s 
busting the theatrical norm. Breakin’ Convention not only brings international artists to Nottingham on an annual basis, it 
makes sure that local talent is represented too. We had a word with the Creative Director, Jonzi D, about what to expect..



Combining mini golf with global socio-politics, Leisure Land Golf 
showcases to a tee how American-born artist Doug Fishbone has the 
ability to transform thought-provoking and sometimes hard-hitting subject 
matters into a refreshing medium. Originally commissioned for the Venice 
Biennale 2015, the ten-hole course is now down the road at New Art Exchange. 
After a quick round, we sat down with Doug to find out how the immersive art 
piece for all ages came about… 

Golf and art aren’t always seen as bedfellows. How 
did Leisure Land Golf come into being? 
It kinda grew organically. Skinder Hundal, who’s 
the boss here at NAE, and John Ploughman who 
runs an organisation called Beacon – an art project 
in Lincolnshire – had been talking for quite a while 
about proposing a project from the East Midlands for 
Venice. The idea of making an artist miniature golf 
course is something I’ve worked with before, so they 
asked me if I’d like to develop something with them. I 
realise it sounds a bit strange but I have always loved 
mini golf; I played a lot as a kid, and it always struck 
me as something that would be fantastic for art 
because it’s very sculptural and people interact with 
it. I made a course a few years ago for a music festival, 
and it was great fun getting artists whose work I 
respected and who had a feel for sculpture to design 
things for it. It worked really well. 

How do all of the holes of the course relate to 
each other? 
We worked with a curatorial concept called The 
Leisure Principle, so the NAE and everyone working 
on it started to think about questions of leisure, 
tourism and globalisation as a framework. We asked 
the artists to think about those questions and 
respond however they wanted. The first art-based 
golf course I did, I didn’t try to bring a curatorial 
concept to it; I just asked artists to do whatever 
they wanted to. This time, we thought it would be 
an exciting way to challenge the artists but also to 
give it some kind of unity. Everybody responded in 
their own way to those themes, but not in a way we 
tried to control – it’s a broad enough set of questions 
that you don’t need to try and lean on anyone to go a 
certain way. 

What are the differences and developments 
between the previous art golf course you were 
involved with and Leisure Land Golf? 
One reason that I was excited to do it again was that 
this time round it was much more ambitious. It’s 

exciting because the idea of an artist mini golf course 
is endlessly refreshable, it’s only linked by having 
a platform. If you get a different group of artists and a 
different kind of animated concept, it totally changes 

–  so that was a very big difference from the first time. 
I’m the only artist to have appeared in both. 

Also, we tried to work with a higher budget this time. 
The first course I did was very low budget, and I 
knew that if I were to put together another one, we 
needed to have a better budget to make it durable so 
that it could tour, and also to give everyone a little 
bit of a fee to honour their time. The higher budget 
and that it was in Venice allowed us to get some 
artists who were on our ‘list’ to participate; artists 
who might not have wanted to do the mini golf 
thing otherwise. I don’t mean to speak for them, but 
I’m assuming that because it was for Venice it was 
something that people could see would be a lot of fun.
 
Did you get the artists who were on your ‘hit list’?  
The show was put together by a group called EN15, 
which included NAE, One Thoresby Street and 
Quad in Derby. We had certain people we wanted to 
bring in, but we tried to think of a group of artists 
who would work well together and that would be 
an interesting mix from different aspects. In some 
cases, some people couldn’t do it because they were 
busy, but most people we asked were able to. You 
want people’s enthusiasm, and because we had 
a professional fabricator to make the designs, the 
artists didn’t have to worry about the feasibility. Even 
if you gave me 500 years I could never make anything 
that looked half as good as they made it. 

Eyal Weizman, one of the artists, is actually an 
architect not an artist. I thought that an architect 
might take an interesting approach because they 
think spatially, they deal with model design, and 
because they’re not coming at it from an ‘artistic 
standpoint’, they might do something surprising. I 
think his hole is actually the only non-solvable mini 

golf hole in 
the history of the 
sport. It is based on 
a logical puzzle to try 
to cross a series of bridges 
without ever going back over your 
steps. If you follow his instructions – and 
most people cheat – you simply can’t solve the 
hole. Every other mini golf course, the idea is to get 
the ball in the hole.

The fun and humorous side of the course is 
obviously really important; why did you use it for 
this project’s subject matter? 
I liked that because it’s golf, it’s inherently fun. So 
even if we wanted to talk about some heavily political 
things, like we have, it always has a certain lightness 
of touch. For instance, one of the pieces is about the 
epidemic in the US of police shooting young African 
American kids. There’s nothing funny about that and 
nobody’s trying to mock it. But, to be able to talk 
about those themes and questions without being 
really overbearing is a nice way to work. I personally 
think art can be fun: I don’t think it has to be, and 
it shouldn’t always be, but if it is fun in the right 
context, that’s useful. For this, it really worked. Here 
at NAE, there’re kids running around like nuts, and 
that’s nice. 

Why did you pick golf as the activity? 
It works well as a group activity, while keeping an 
individual touch for each of the holes – the more we 
thought about it the more we thought, “Wow, this 
could be fun.” Venice is a central tourist destination, 
it seemed to be a very good place to do a leisure-
driven project because it’s a city that’s suffering. 
People go there because it’s beautiful, but it’s sinking. 
It’s a bad combination, so we thought that allowed 
for us to really talk about things from an unexpected 
vantage point on an international stage. I have tried 
to think of other things like mini golf that would work 
well as a group activity but it’s really hard. 

 

How important do you think it is for 
people to interact with the course and play golf, 
rather than just walk around and view it? 
It just makes it more fun – it’s not designed to just 
be looked at in an abstract, sculptural way. Some of 
the work you really need to get involved with, it’s 
designed to be interactive and I think that’s what 
makes it. In some cases there’s a feeling that the 
actual interaction plays into the concept; like Ellie 
Harrison’s piece, you have to hit a ball from a part 
that’s meant to look like France onto the UK. It’s all 
about refugees. Another example is the work of John 
Akomfrah: I’m a white American, so if I’m sitting 
there playing John’s piece looking at this black 
figure, who’s got his hands up and he’s on his knees, 
that is creating something due to my identity and 
the character’s identity. That wouldn’t really happen 
if I wasn’t playing. So, in many cases, it’s necessary. 
If people don’t want to play, that’s fine, but it’s fun to. 
 
Why did you choose the Costa Concordia tragedy 
for your piece? 
Initially I wanted to use a gigantic inflatable 
Chinese army tank, which I tried to buy from China 
and it all went drastically wrong. I thought it would 
be interesting because alongside global leisure, 
consumption and globalisation, China is a place that 
manufactures so much of what we unthinkingly buy 
in the west, which fuels the competition and the 
threat that many people think – real or imagined 

– is coming our way from China. When it arrived, 

however, it turned out to be nothing like what I 
had wanted, so I went with plan B, which was 
ultimately a better idea.

I had been thinking a lot about the Costa 
Concordia as a symbol. When I first saw those 

images of the boat pitched to its side, I simply 
couldn’t believe it was a real photograph. It was so 

stunning as an image and it stayed with me. I read 
more and more about the disaster and it seemed 
a really good metaphor for the state of the world. 
Everything about that tragedy was completely 
avoidable and the result of idiocy – the captain was 
trying to impress his girlfriend on the deck so he 
drove the boat close to the rocks in order to do a 
drive-by salute to the people on the island, and he 
crashed. Then, when he was meant to be helping, 
he jumped into a lifeboat and his excuse was that 
he fell into it. It is a symbol of rotten management, 
greed and self-centeredness, which is more acute in 
Venice because a lot of the environmental difficulties 
that are threatening the lagoon are a result of the 
cruise industry. These tremendous boats come in, 
they’re dredging up the lagoon and really destroying 
the ecosystem, so I thought it was an interesting 
angle to think about the negative aspects of tourism. 
The cruise industry is so ugly. It encapsulates the 
contradictions of capitalism.
 
People died in the Costa Concordia tragedy – do 
you think some people will be offended? 
I like to think not. You never know though, it was 
a risk. I was hopeful that I could use that symbol 
without it ridiculing. There may be people who 
were offended but that wasn’t my goal. If somebody 
knows someone who died or was injured in the 
tragedy, they’re not gonna find any humour, and 
rightly so. 

We had it out the front while we were installing it in 
Venice, and all these people were coming across the 
bridge from this neighbourhood, so I started to get 
a sense of people’s responses. I was really worried 
that if people found it very offensive that it was a 
mistake: mainly mistaken by them and a mistake by 
me to have done it. But, everyone stopped and had 
a laugh with it – it really worked because people got 
that it was meant to be tongue-in-cheek. They’re all 
infuriated by Captain Schettino because I still don’t 
think he’s been brought to justice; people think he’s 
a shithead. From what I could learn, with my non-
existent Italian, people were coming by and they 
were gesturing and laughing about Schettino, like 

“That bastard!” 

 

How important is it to continue addressing issues 
such as the ones in Leisure Land Golf in art forms 
of a similar nature?
That’s a big question that I am on the fence about. 
I teach, and as part of that I talk about the idea 
of politically-aimed art with students quite a bit – 
whether it’s an effective venue to discuss politics. I 
don’t know the answer. It seems like a useful thing 
to do, but at the end of the day, if someone wants to 
make real change, I think you have to be an activist 
or a politician – and not a corrupt one. It’s important 
to approach issues that are worth thinking about, 
and to me that’s one of the most central aims of art. 
If that can be done with a light touch in a way that 
doesn’t preach and asks questions in an interesting 
and intriguing way – that’s a real great potential 
of art. There’s limitations, though, and sometimes 
people import too much possibility into what it 
means to talk about politics in art. 

If that wasn’t a neutral answer, I don’t know what 
is. People can be a little bit too pompous about their 
own work – certainly in the art world – because 
they think that if they’re talking about it, they’re 
somehow worthy. There are people that know a lot 
more about these things and are doing real, tangible 
things about them. An art world thing is a different 
animal, it is meant to do something different – if you 
conflate them, I think that’s a mistake.
 
Will you be making any more golfing or sporting 
activities any time soon?
I’ve been trying to think of other things that would 
work as well as a group platform. I love the idea of 
being able to do something that’s refreshable and 
portable, and that people get right away. I have 
been looking at things like amusement parks, which 
excite me a lot, and 3D or 4D interactive things. 
Those need quite a bit of money obviously, but I 
think when you get outside of the strictly ‘art’ kind 
of world, a lot of interesting technologies and forms 
exist that can then be brought in. You know, using 
infrastructures like mini golf, which isn’t intended 
to be art, as such. I’d love to do golf again, maybe 
not right away, but with a different group of artists 
and a different conceptual angle, it would be really 
fun to try again. The sky’s the limit, it just has to be 
interesting, for the right reason, and it has to be the 
right opportunity.
 
Leisure Land Golf, New Art Exchange, runs until 
Sunday 19 June, free entry, £2/£1.50pp to play, family 
rates available.
 

em15venice.co.uk
nae.org.uk

 Some of the work you really 
need to get involved with, it’s 
designed to be interactive and I think 
that’s what makes it.

interview: Shannon Challis-Smith
main photo: Ali Emm  I talk about the idea of politically-

aimed art with students quite a bit – 
whether it’s an effective venue to discuss 
politics… It seems like a useful thing to do, 
but at the end of the day, if someone wants 
to make real change, I think you have to 
be an activist or a politician – and not a 
corrupt one.
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What inspired you to take up archery? 
Becky: I did it at primary school. My archery club offered a 
beginners course – I tried it and liked it. 
Brad: I was on holiday, had just finished swimming and 
saw it advertised on a sign. I had a go, and didn’t stop 
pestering my parents when I got home. I went and joined 
my local club at school – which I didn’t even know was 
there – and here we are. 
 
Have you found balancing school, friends and archery
a struggle? 
Brad: There’re definitely things that – I wouldn’t say I’d 
rather be doing – but stuff my friends will go to that I can’t. 
But at the same time, I’m training for the Olympics so that 
outweighs anything else. There are plenty of opportunities 
to go out with your mates. This only comes around once. 
Becky: We tend to have really packed schedules and it’s 
hard to fit other things around it. With education, it’s 
challenging when you have that and friends and archery. 
We don’t get much time. During my A-Levels, I was sort 
of lucky as I had an injury so I wasn’t competing. Exams 
are right in the middle of the competitive season – when I 
was doing my GCSEs, I had to miss an exam because I was 
away at a competition, but there are facilities and staff that 
try to help us sort it out. 
 
Most inner city schools in Nottingham probably don’t 
have archery clubs for kids to get involved in. Do you 
think archery needs its profile raising? 
Brad: Definitely. We’re not a big sport like football or 
cricket, we’re pretty low key. If I hadn’t have gone on 
holiday that year and found archery that way, I wouldn’t be 
where I am now. Having it in a school, it’s open to hundreds 
of kids straight away, and there could be someone there 
who’s the next big thing. 
 
What’s been the highlight of your career so far? 
Becky: I won a gold medal at the Youth World 
Championships in China, 2013 as part of the cadet mixed 
team. That was awesome.  
Brad: Competing in the Youth Olympics [China, 2014] was 
great for me. I didn’t medal – I think I came top eight – but 
just to go, because obviously the Olympics is the big thing, 
and this was just a little step down, was good for me to 
know what it will be like in the village and all that stuff. 
 
You must have been sixteen, Bradley? 
Brad: Yeah I was. 
Becky: I was fourteen when I went on my first trip to Italy. 
Brad: We probably go to about four or five countries a year. 
Becky: Easily. If you make the junior and the senior team, 
you can definitely go to at least four. 
 
That’s mad. What’s the best place you’ve been to? 
Brad: I really liked California, we just came back from 
there in January. Any warm country with good food, really. 
Turkey is next level.

Can you take me through the basic rules of 
competition archery? 
Brad: Hit as many tens as possible.  
Becky: We shoot at a seventy meter range onto a 122cm 
circular face. The scoring goes from ten to one. In each 
game, we shoot 72 arrows. After we do that, there are head-
to-head rounds. It works on set points which are a 
bit complicated. 
Brad: In a head-to-head match we have a waiting line that’s 
a metre behind the shooting line. We shoot under timing, so 
if we cross the waiting line before the timer starts we get 
either a five second penalty or you have to walk back across 
the waiting line and go again. Also, if you shoot too many 
arrows then you get the highest score deducted from 
your points.  
Becky: Those are the kind of things we should never 
do. Hopefully! 
 
Have you ever had any accidents? 
Brad: We were doing a competition and it was proper 
windy – the arrows were going everywhere. We were 
walking up to the target to score, and I leaned down to pick 
the scoreboard up and got the knock of an arrow stuck right 
next to my eye. It only just missed my eyeball. 
Becky: That’s the thing, the other end of the arrow is 
actually sharper than the point. I’ve had one stuck in my 
arm before. 
 
An extreme sport. Is it easy to get into if you’ve never 
played before? 
Becky: You just have to go to the Archery GB website, find 
a club and sign up to a beginners course. It’s a six-week 
course and they teach you all the basic rules and safety 
then let you play. 
 
How often do you train and what does it involve? 
Becky: I shoot six days a week and I go to the gym pretty 
much every day. We do strength and stability work as it’s 
important when we’re playing in windy conditions to have 
strong core muscles to keep us upright. The bows are quite 
heavy as well so the strength stuff we do in the gym helps 
us with keeping that up. 
Brad: At this level, every archer has the same sort of 
training programme. 
 
Tell me about the bow – it’s advanced from a wooden 
bow with a bit of string… 
Becky: We have a handle called the riser. The bits that 
stick out the top and the bottom are called the limbs. The 
riser is made out of aluminium or carbon. The limbs are 
made out of either a carbon and wood or carbon and foam 
composite. We have a sight on a bar to aim at the target, 
and stabilisers that stick out. The string joins the two limbs 
together, so when you pull the string back and let it go, the 
limbs shoot back to their original positions. That’s what 
propels the carbon arrows. 

Have you seen an increase in people taking up the sport 
off the back of Game of Thrones, The Hunger Games and 
the like? 
Brad: Definitely. I’ve noticed just from members in my 
club, the amount that have come through since the Hunger 
Games stuff who’ve said, “Oh yeah, we saw it on TV and 
thought we’d come and give it a go.” From what I've seen, 
so many more people have joined the sport just through it 
having more of a profile.  
Becky: I think the fact that The Hunger Games and the 
Disney film Brave’s leads are both women really helps. 
Archery is quite a male-dominated sport, especially at the 
top end so it’s good to get little girls passionate about it. It 
can definitely be a sport for both genders.  
 

 I leaned down to pick 
the scoreboard up and got the 
knock of an arrow stuck right 
next to my eye. It only just 
missed my eyeball. 
Could you see yourselves taking up an acting or stunt 
archery career after the competitive game? 
Becky: They tend to go more for archers teaching the actors 
how to shoot.  
Brad: We look at those films and think, “No, you don’t do it 
like that!”, so maybe we’re not what they’re looking for. 
 
Robin Hood and his Merry Men v the GB Archery team. 
Who would win? 
Both: Us. 
Becky: People still do longbow archery, and even the best 
people at that are no way near the level of the recurve 
archers just because it’s not as technical. They have 
wooden bows and arrows and it’s a lot less precise.  
Brad: If he thinks he can beat us, he can come and join 
the team.

The European Archery Championships, Highfields Park 
and Old Market Square, Monday 23 - Sunday 29 May 2016, 
£7.50 - £12.50.

euroarchery2016.org

Nottingham and arrows go together like bangers and mash, so we’re pretty chuffed that the European Archery 
Championships are being hosted here this month. It’s also a bit of a coup because it’s only the second time ever that they’ve 
been held in the UK. To celebrate, we caught up with two of the GB Archery team’s youngest and brightest archers who are 
hoping to compete – Nottingham, meet twenty-year-old Becky Martin, and Bradley Denney, aged eighteen... 

interview: Lucy Manning
image: Tom Morley



Would you survive a zombie apocalypse in Nottingham? Choose your own adventure with our Liv. She’s had a bit of a hard time 
of it recently, and it’s up to you to determine where her story goes next...

I dropped the phone and looked down at my violently 
trembling hand, covered in sick and blood. The stench 
was putrid. There were bent books and shattered DVDs 
piled beneath the toppled bookcase, smashed ashtrays 
and pieces of Milo’s body scattered across the room. Hand, 
heart, bits of pulp and skin, and organs I didn’t even know 
the name of. I threw up again before charging into the 
bathroom to run my head under the cold tap and towel off 
my face. 
 
The empty blackout of what happened hung over my head 
as I looked in the mirror at a swollen-faced stranger, Sacha’s 
crackled sobs echoing in my ears. Uncle Bob was coming, 
so were the police. I pinned the palms of my hands to my 
temples, and pressed my teeth together until I thought they 
might crumble. A knock at the door fired into my chest. I 
jumped and ran back into the blood-soaked bedroom to 
grab my phone, picked up my rucksack and climbed out of 
the window onto the roof below, squelching a red footprint 
onto the surface. 
 

“Fuck.” I clamped my fists together, looking down at the 
drop. I heard another knock from inside the flat and lowered 
myself down, slipping on the wall to hear a crack when my 
arm thwacked the concrete. 
 

“Fuck, fuck, fuck.” I looked to my right, then to my left, like 
there would be some kind of answer at either end of the 
street. Bus lights shimmering past was good enough for me, 
so I legged it towards Gregory Boulevard. 

When I reached The Forest, I thought my lungs were going 
to fly out of my mouth. I found a spot beneath a tree and 
wrapped myself around its shadow in a ball on the floor, 
cradling my mashed up arm. 
 

“You alright, gell?” slurred a voice. I said nothing. 
 
I thought about the clinical white of hospital sheets, about 
drips being fed into my arm, silky fluids making the 
piercing throb disappear. A staggering man stood over me 
close, with his legs straddling a lack of balance and his 
t-shirt swaying in the gusty night. I couldn’t make out his 
face in the darkness. 
 

“You look like you’ve been in the wars, you do. What the 
bleedin’ ‘ell is gooin’ off tunnight? ‘Evv you bin dahn 
Hand and Heart? Everyone’s lost the bleedin’ plot down 
there n’all.” 
 
I chewed on the words “Go away” over and over again in 
my head, mumbled them into my chest. Flashes of the past 

few hours screeched through my synapses as I squeezed 
my eyes shut, when the weight of a bony leg collapsed into 
my face. My wail echoed across the field as I batted the 
bloke and his beery stench off me with my one good arm, 
rolling away and crushing my broken bones further. The 
pain was unbearable. I needed help strapping the limb to 
my body, but all I could think about were the coppers and 
Uncle Bob waiting for me at City Hospital. 

What happens next? 
 
A) Get to the hospital 
B) Go home and strap yersen up 
 
To vote, go to leftlion.co.uk/zombies and leave 
a comment 

words: Bridie Squires
illustration: Raphael Achache



OPENING
SOON

7 Stoney St, The Lace Market, Nottingham NG1 1LG

17 MAY – 12 JUNE
Nottingham’s city-wide arts festival is back with an exciting 

Neat16 promises to be fascinating, entertaining, sometimes 
challenging and always uplifting. It will showcase the best of 
every art-form and offer you a remarkable choice – new writing 
or re-imagined classics, grand opera or contemporary art, new 
talent or old masters, hip-hop or household names.
We can’t wait to welcome you!

NEAT16 COLLABORATORS & HIGHLIGHTS:
BACKLIT GALLERY  
Simon Starling Exhibition – 19 March–26 June 2016
BROADWAY CINEMA 
Celluloid Shakespeare – May–June 2016
BROMLEY HOUSE LIBRARY 
David Belbin Provenance: New & Collected Stories – 8 June 2016
CREATIVE QUARTER
DANCE4 
Shelley on a Loop by Dog Kennel Hill Project – 19–20 May 2016
GALLERIES OF JUSTICE MUSEUM
NEW ART EXCHANGE 
Doug Fishbone’s Leisure Land Golf – 2 April–19 June 2016
NONSUCH THEATRE 
Shake It Up Europe – 22 May–12 June 2016
NOTTINGHAM CASTLE MUSEUM & ART GALLERY 
Gordon Cheung: Here Be Dragons – 30 April–17 July 2016 
NOTTINGHAM CONTEMPORARY 
Simon Starling Exhibition – 19 March–26 June 2016
NOTTINGHAM LAKESIDE ARTS 
Wheee! International Children’s Theatre and Dance Festival –  
28 May–5 June 2016
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE 
Spymonkey: The Complete Deaths – 9–11 June 2016
NOTTINGHAM UNESCO CITY OF LITERATURE
PRIMARY 
The Armchair Traveller – May–June 2016
THE NATIONAL VIDEOGAME ARCADE 
Once Upon A Twine – 28 May & 31 May 2016
THEATRE ROYAL AND ROYAL CONCERT HALL  
The James Plays – 11–12 June 2016

www.neatfestival.com
@neatfestival  #neat16  &  /neatfestival



Once again, The Dilettante 
Society have stepped up 
to the plate to provide us 
with a tale of a Nottingham 
eccentric from back in the 
day. This time, a particularly 
fashion-conscious food-lover, 
with a penchant for floral 
adornments and a good pie – 
Jackey Peet. A man after our 
own hearts...

Nothing colours the history books more 
than folk who forgo what is expected 
in favour of expressing their unique 
personality or style. Such characters are 
no modern invention borne of the rise of 
individualism, nor are the reactions of 
ridicule and rumour distinct to our times 
of media slander. There have always been 
those who are different while simply trying 
to be themselves. Allow us to introduce 
a rather more obscure Nottingham folktale 
of a fellow who is remembered for his 
extravagance, not only through excellent 
attire, but for better or worse, all of 
his indulgences.

Born around 1768, Jackey Peet was a poor 
man of the humblest of beginnings. Despite 
never attaining riches, he had a taste for 
the finer things in life, particularly when it 
came to lavish decoration, and he added to 
his apparel anything he considered worthy. 
On his chest he wore a great lion’s head, 
which he had repurposed from a furniture 
ornament into an outlandish brooch 
having deemed the majestic item far too 
good for its intended use. When it came to 
buttonholes, no single flower was enough 
for Jackey; instead his passion for flora 
saw to it that extravagant arrangements 
and beautiful bouquets were attached 
to his jacket. And what a jacket it was, 
embellished all over with brooches and 
buttons of all sizes, shapes and materials.

Much to his delight, this eye-catching garb 
garnered Jackey much attention, although 
it was not always well-intentioned. Folk 
were well aware of Jackey’s partiality to 
his collection and his unusual disposition, 
which made him an easy target for teasing. 
He would become hastily riled and make 
a quick getaway should someone threaten 
to pinch one of his precious buttons, while 
if anyone dared to touch one they would 
be met with a fit of rage. His treasured 
collection would have taken much time 
to piece together and Jackey wore it with 
utmost pride.

But it was not only for his outlandish style 
of dress that Jackey Peet was renowned 
across the town. Indeed, it was his primary 
passion which landed him in the sticky 
situation that ensured his memory would 
endure: his great love of food. As one might 
expect from a man so very fond of eating, 
Jackey grew into quite the imposing figure, 
becoming almost as wide as his low stature. 
This is perhaps not surprising for a man 

who literally ate all the pies, at the annual 
pie eating contests held at Goose Fair at 
least. He wore with exceptional pride the 
medal he was awarded one year for his 
efforts, for he almost always won. Morbidly 
obese long before the condition was named 
as such, he was rumoured to be unable to 
sit on a chair for fear of breaking its legs, 
and had to forfeit the luxury of a comfy bed 
for the floor, his size was so incredible.

Such a large character at a time when 
it was far more of a rarity, his insatiable 
appetite, unusual mode of dress along with 
his reputation for being one plum short of 
a pudding made him quite a distinctive 
character. Whether his name was used as 
a warning against gluttony, as the butt of 
jokes, or in pursuit of harmless fun, Jackey 
was well known all over Nottingham. Be 
it as an act of kindness or a joke at his 
expense, people loved to test his huge 
appetites by producing formidable feasts for 
him to conquer. The cruel townsfolk would 
dare him to eat all manner of strange things, 
and he would usually take them up on it.  

Descriptions of his appearance suggest 
he had some kind of forehead deformity, 
which at the time was considered to be a 
sign and symptom of idiocy; most accounts 
portray him as a lovable simpleton. This 
accusation was put to him directly once 
when he went to poll, by the opposing party 
who objected to his vote being recorded. 
He retorted quickly, among loud laughter 

“I wasn’t an idiot last time, when I voted 
for your side” in a display of both wit and 
quick thinking. Although some tales of his 
character suggest speech problems, it is 
thought he had a rather high opinion of his 
vocal capabilities; his favourite ditty being 

“Come unto my nose, ale, good ale, and 
down it goes”.

 Morbidly obese
long before the condition 
was named as such, he 
was rumoured to be 
unable to sit on a chair 
for fear of breaking its 
legs, and had to forfeit 
the luxury of a comfy bed 
for the floor.
Aside from his unusual appearance, 
Jackey’s reputation for being a rather simple 
lad was due in part to the many mishaps he 
embroiled himself in while trying to fulfil 
this insatiable appetite.

The tale which cemented his infamy tells 
that while ambling through a back alleyway 
one evening, Jackey caught the scent of 
delicious food wafting from a nearby house. 
Hearing not a peep from inside, he decided 
to investigate. However, rather than using 
a more practical method of unlawful entry, 
he chose instead to simply burrow straight 
through the soft peat wall and directly 

into the pantry of the house. He excavated 
excitedly, not just to allow a blind, cheeky 
swipe of the hand, but a hole that could fit 
much of his great, round body and grab all 
of the food he could reach. 

He must have gorged for quite a while, for 
most of the kitchen was bare when the 
family returned home to find the unlikely 
figure stuck in their wall. They raised the 
alarm and neighbours who came to find 
the cause of the ruckus, rushed about 
both beating Jackey and trying to get him 
unstuck. For his crime, Jackey was made 
to stand in the stocks in the Old Market 
Square while the public threw food at him. 
His reputation was indeed set.

Jackey’s story is often described akin to 
a moral folktale, echoing the fable of the 
weasel who eats so much it is unable to 
escape from the shed. A well-meaning 
but condescending narrative presents the 
lovable idiot whose insatiable greed often 
gets the better of him. It is simplified and 
exaggerated in places with larger-than-life 
hijinks, dismissing his complexity in favour 
of a laughable caricature. Indeed he was 
even noted in verse, albeit a rather poor one, 

“Old Jackey Peet you must be, the greediest 
man in Nottingham. Old Jackey Peet you 
might even be, the greediest man in the 
whole country.”

Looking a little deeper into his behaviour, 
there are sign that suggest he perhaps 
suffered from something other than 
eccentricity. Little was understood about 
mental, physical or cognitive ailments in 
the eighteenth century and this is clear in 
the response to Jackey’s singularity by his 
community. Rather than being a gluttonous 
buffoon, it is equally possible that he may 
have been born with Prader-Willi Syndrome 

– a rare genetic disorder which can cause 
learning difficulties, behavioural problems 
and most notably, an unquenchable 
appetite. However, too little is known 
outside of these tales to ever know for sure.

Aside from his light criminal misdemeanors, 
Jackey Peet seems to us a fine individual, 
his shortcomings and wrongdoings 
reprieved by his jaunty character and 
unique flair for style. To observe the 
ignorance of the past is an opportunity to 
learn tolerance over discrimination, and a 
reminder not to jump to conclusions when 
met with an unusual character.

The Dilettante Society, Chameleon Arts Cafe, 
Monday 16 May, 7.30pm, free. The theme is 
Objects of Wonder – if you fancy, take along 
a special item and/or share a story about 
something with a sense of awe and mystery. 
All welcome, the more the merrier. 

facebook.com/thedilettantesociety
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dare him to eat all manner of strange things, 

words: Lady M and F Dashwood
illustration: Christine Dilks



FILM, FOOD, 
FUN

TheCornerhouseNottingham

@cornerhousetv

Ready for some exclusive  

benefits and special discounts?

Our fantastic FREE Cornerhouse Card offers  

exclusive discounts on food, drinks and entry to  

some of Nottingham’s hottest Bars, Restaurants  

and Leisure venues.

Get your card here:  

Cornerhousenottingham.co.uk/register
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Laura-Jay Doohan 
Wild Thing

Being a mum 
to a teenager 
whose mood 
changes as 
frequently 
as I shop at 
Hobbycraft, 
and a baby 
son who uses 
my brushes 
to wreck the 
house, my art 

is a form of escapism. I'm a freelance illustrator 
and upcycler – or doodler and hoarder, as my mum 
might say. I'm not a big fan of Photoshop; I enjoy 
spontaneity and the imperfection of pen on paper 
or wood.
 
I mostly draw super-hot pinup girls with 
something a bit off-key about them – like having 
a unicorn’s head or being in a compromising 
position. I enjoy making images that bring cheer 
with their sheer cheekiness. My work celebrates 
the beauty of the female form. People have said it’s 
pornographic, but I say it’s showcasing females 
being fearless and comfortable in their sexuality 
in a time when we are taught to cover up. 
 
Maybe I should work on my social narrative as 
I'm not one for deep and hidden meanings. Still, 
it makes me smile when somebody goes into full 
detail about how a piece of my work ‘moved’ them. 
The truth is, I probably just doodled it when the 
kids had gone to bed and I was enjoying a glass of 
pink plonk. It’s a nice feeling to know that a piece 
of my work can mean that much to people.
A few years ago, I did a pet portrait commission 
after someone saw my work at the Alley Cafe. 

Through word of mouth, I got loads of work. 
People are so passionate about their pets and you 
end up with super random pieces based on the 
animal’s personality. Through these commissions 
I developed my signature style and began getting 
requests for portraits of people. My art was never 
really classed as controversial until this point.

I’ve been told I push the boundaries of what 
society classes as PC, but I find a strange 
enjoyment in stepping outside the comfort 
zone and challenging the public expectation of 
what ‘normal’ is. I have one particular image of 
Jesus Christ, engaging in what a woman at the 
Contemporary called an ‘unsavoury’ activity. In 
my mind, who’s to say what’s unsavoury? Each to 
their own. It was fun to make and has gathered a 
lot of attention. It’s definitely morally bankrupt.

This piece is called Wild Thing from a collection of 
pin-up animals that I did for an exhibition at the 
Alley Cafe. It was also used as a t-shirt design for 
Bear King Apparel. It was drawn with fineliner 
pens, which I mostly work in as I enjoy the bright 
colours, and being a bit sketchy and impulsive 
with the quality of line. It's one of my favourite 
pieces: simple and a bit cheeky. How everything 
should be. 
 
To commission a piece or get in touch with Laura 
about her work, drop her a message on Facebook. 

facebook.com/laurajaydoohanart

Janet Wootton
:Reflected Light

My latest 
foray into 
recycling 
and 
upcycling – 
reusing and 
transforming 
materials 
into new art 
and craft – 
is Another 
Change. 
It’s an art 
project idea 

that incorporated recycling data cabling. 
I acquired multi-strand cable from a 
friend with an IT business, from which I 
developed a range of retro-style rainbow-
coloured jewellery. I have turned this work 
into a social enterprise and profits go to 
local charities – currently the Food Bank. 

:Reflected Light is a painting from my 
collection Another Change. The surface is 
scattered with glass pieces from Murano, 
Venice. I confused the shop owners when 
collecting up the broken pieces, but at the 
moment I am interested in creating stained 
glass window-type works. You might say in 
style terms, Marc Chagall meets Jackson 
Pollock. I’ve also used vibrant acrylic inks 
over slaked clay on board. A similar piece 
of my work hangs in St Leonard’s Church, 
Wollaton.

I might be considered a hoarder, but I 
feel the variety of materials in my garden 
studio, which have been foraged by me, 
donated, or are remaining after earlier art 
projects, are a veritable treasure trove and 
inspiration. I graduated with an MA in Fine 
Art at Nottingham Trent University nearly 
four years ago, and my passion for using 

‘leftovers’ started during these 

studies. Climate change, waste issues 
and discovering ways to reuse materials 
became important to me in creating a 
sustainable art practice. 

I trained as a journalist before moving 
into commercial PR and then government 
information work. I became a broadcasting 
regulator in commercial radio and television 
and am now self-employed, combining 
working part-time as the Institute of 
Directors’ East Midlands Press Officer and 
being an NTU Alumni Fellow. I produce 
environmental and organic-based art in my 
studio and sing with the NTU Choir and 
Notts Operatic Society.

I am into lifelong learning and try to hone 
my practical skills whenever possible. 
This summer I plan to undertake a week’s 
furniture-making course and I also recently 
attended a couple of workshops with a 

talented Istanbul wood carver. The inset 
photo shows me with my latest carved 
lamp, incorporating an eco resin and glass 
light box. It is carved from silver birch from 
Sherwood Forest. I believe there’s much 
more scope to produce locally-sourced art 
for tourism gifts. 

People ask me where I get my ideas. After 
working in most areas of the creative 
industries, I feel many of the skills and 
ideas are interchangeable. On my website it 
says that I communicate via words and art, 
which probably sums me up quite well.
 
:Reflected Light is showing at West 
Bridgford Library, Sunday 24 April - Sunday 
5 June. As part of the exhibition, Janet will 
also be demonstrating recycled art and 
jewellery on Saturday 21 May. 

janetwootton.com 

Art Works



PICK OF THE MONTH

Get weekly updates of Nottingham events at leftlion.co.uk/newsletter

Colour&Light
Broadway

Dot to Dot
All over the shop

Like the grazed knees of your childhood, the plaster of sleepy winter is about to be 
unceremoniously ripped from the city of Nottingham, as festival season kicks off with 
the incredible venue-hopping masterpiece that is Dot to Dot. If the thought of pitching 
a tent in a muckeh field a million miles away from the warmth of your sofa knocks 
the wind right out of your sails, then this city-wide musical love-in was practically 
invented just for you. This year, indie legends Mystery Jets, The Temper Trap and 
Augustines will be headlining venues including Rock City, Rescue Rooms, Stealth and 
Bodega. NME’s best new artist Rat Boy will be on hand to provide his Jamie T-esque 
ditties, and local act Crosa Rosa will deliver their kick-in-the-teeth garage rock for 
what will more than likely be a right rowdy crowd. It might be advisable to book the 
next day off work. £25.

If there’s one thing we love more than a pint of pale 
ale and a selection of salted nuts on a Friday eve, it’s 
celebrating the work of a Notts kid done good. One 
shining example of that is Mr Rob Green, and this 
month, he’s treating us to an absolute corker of an EP. 
Having already made it into the top twenty best selling 
pre-orders chart on iTunes – worra mouthful – he’s 
ready to knock it out the park with the physical copy 
of his self-titled EP, available to buy at Rough Trade. 
Luckily for us, we can bag a pint and some bar snacks 
at the same time, so everyone’s a winner. Free.

If you find yourself waltzing into your mate’s living 
room only to be greeted by an exact replica of your own, 
and, in turn, the IKEA catalogue, we reckon it’s about 
time you got outta the pre-packed rut. Get yersens 
down to the Galleries of Justice this month and kit your 
gaff out with some top dollar vintage bargains. Sort 
your wardrobe out an’ all with the mountains of men 
and women’s vintage clothing stalls, and have your hair 
coiffed and curled into a proper forties style. Get your 
groove on with some old school Charleston and swing 
dance workshops too. If you’re gettin’ knackered, the 
Split Screen Coffee Co. will be on standby to refuel you 
with some homemade baked goodies. Winner. £2.50.

The University of Nottingham is a strange and 
mysterious place. If you’ve ever wondered what the 
lecturers at Nottingham University get up to, get dahn 
to Lakeside for a few proper sound lectures to raise 
money for The Comedy Trust. Sponsored by the UoN 
Business school and orchestrated by Just the Tonic, 
Simon Evans will host a workshop about why diversity 
in the workplace is important, and Lucy Porter – Have 
I Got News For You regular – will have a chat about 
what’s special about arts and mental health. Lakeside 
have kindly offered a two for one ticket code – funny241 

– it’s case sensitive, and will definitely save you a couple 
pahnd. £12.50 - £16.50.

Broadway are branching out into the wonderful world of photography this month, 
with an extensive exhibition taking over all four screens, both cafe bars, and offices. 
A proper big jobby. Yep, local lad and legend, Ashley Bird is taking over the cinema 
with his latest project, and he’ll be popping in to host a series of workshops an’ all. 
The former editor of Kerrang! swapped his pen for a camera and has never looked 
back. His Colour&Light exhibition will showcase a selection of his work, including 
colour portraits and live performance photos from the likes of Rihanna, Arctic 
Monkeys and the Foo Fighters. To fill you all in on his skills, Mr Bird will be delivering 
an entry-level workshop entitled Demystifying the DSLR! for all you budding 
photographers out there with DSLR, bridge or compact system cameras. He knows 
his stuff so you’ll be well in getting some of his pearls of wisdom. Get over to the 
Broadway website to book your place naah. £75/£90 for the course.

 

You know how it is. You grow up with a series of stories, 
imagine the characters in your head and envision the 
pillaging of towns and villages in a way that only you 
know how. Then, along comes HBO and destroys the 
visions you had for King’s Landing and kills off half 
of your favourite characters in the first series. One 
guy who knows exactly how you feel, is our Graeme. 
Proper vexed at how the TV series turned out, he and a 
bunch of top notch comedy writers have taken it upon 
themselves to present to you exactly how the series 
should have gone. Just minus the big budget and boobs 
in abundance. £19

Often the venue for many a LeftLion Christmas party, 
the Guitar Bar has unfortunately closed its doors for 
the final time. Owner Rob is hell-bent on finding a new 
spot to continue his mighty fine work, but until that day, 
the Guitar Bar events have moved over the road, with 
the Jazz and Poetry evening taking up residence at 
the Polish Eagle Club for a fair bit. Author and chair of 
UNESCO City of Literature David Belbin hosts the event 
that’s back despite the obstacles this month. Expect to 
see Jo Bell, David Clarke and Daniel Sluman giving us 
a slice of their poetic pie in readings beginning at half 
eight. £2/4.

Re-re-wind. When the crowd say bo, and all that jazz. 
If you’re a fan of proper old skool UK garage, then boy 
oh boy is Spanky’s treating you this month. Hell, at the 
rate they’re going, they’ll be bringing you flowers in 
the pouring rain next. Yup, for one night only, the best 
of the bunch will be on the ones and twos bringing 
you only the sweetest UKG beats. Think Sweet Female 
Attitude ft Leanne, Trent Bass and Bass Society DJs. 
It’s the stuff your dreams were made of. Early bird 
tickets have sold out, but you can still book second and 
third release tickets online. Catch ‘em while you can. 
£7.50/£10.

FRI
20 MAY

SAT
14 MAY

TUES
17 MAY 

8pm

TUES
3 MAY

THURS
5 MAY

SAT
7 MAY 
11am

SAT
21 MAY

9pm

FRI
13 MAY
8.30pm

SUN
29 MAY

FRI
13 MAY

 7pm
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Rob Green EP launch
Rough Trade

Seriously Funny Business
Lakeside Arts

Graeme of Thrones
Nottingham Playhouse

Sunshine Vintage Bazaar
Galleries of Justice

Sweet Female Attitude
Spanky’s

Jazz and Poetry
Polish Eagle Club
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SUNDAY 1 MAY

 Swansea vs Liverpool 
The Approach 
Free, 12pm

 Live Music 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 12pm

 Industry Sundays 
The Bowery Club 
Free, 11pm

 Mimm 5th Birthday with 
Mr Scruff All 
Night Long 
The Irish Centre 
£10 - £20, 9pm - 3am

 Nottingham 
Clarion Choir 
The Place Activity Centre 
Free, 7:30pm - 9pm

 Binns Organ Family 
Concert: Heroes 
and Villains 
The Albert Hall 
£6, 2:45pm

 Reggae Take Over 
Boat Party 
The Nottingham Princess 
2pm - 2am
Reggae Take Over 
and Good Times DJs 
BBQ Jerk Chicken 
Caribbean Cocktails 
Dominoes Tournament

 Cheshire & The Cat + 
Zoo + Fat Digester
Baresca 
Free, 8:30pm - 2am

 Royston Duxford & 
The Last Pedestrians 
The Lincolnshire Poacher 
Free, 9pm

 Pete the Feet 
The Hand and Heart 
Free, 1pm

 Ben Martin 4 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 1:30pm

 Mimm Summer 
Terrace Party 
Broadway Cafe Bar 
Free, 2pm - 9pm

 Everywhere 2016 
Various Locations 
£25 - £35

 The Fab 4 
The Riverbank Bar 
& Kitchen 
Free

 PD Allstars + 
DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Reggae Take Over 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£5, 11pm

 Beach Baby + 
Babeheaven 
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm

 Contemporary Dance 
Lab - Aged 18+ 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

SUNDAY 1 MAY

 Capoeira for Kids 
New Art Exchange 
£5, 12:30pm - 1:30pm

 Kathak 
New Art Exchange 
10am - 12pm

 Millions of Voices: 
The Improvised Star 
Wars Show 
The Maypole Cafe, 
Bar Theatre 
£7.50/£6.50, 7:30pm 

 The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 
Broadway Cinema 
£5.30 - £6.40

 Introduction to 
Arduino Workshop 
Nottingham Hackspace 
4pm

MONDAY 2 MAY

 Live Music 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Tacocat at JT Soar 
(Fan Club Notts) 
JT Soar 
£6, 7:30pm - 10pm

 Paul Gibbard 
Bread And Bitter 

 The Something Sessions 
The Maze 
Free, 7:30pm

 1940s Knees-Up 
Nottingham Castle 
£5/£7, 10am - 3pm

 Haelos 
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm

 Innocece of Memories 
Broadway Cinema 
£4-£6.40

 May Open Day 
St Anns Allotments 
Visitor Centre 
Free, 11am - 4pm

 Scribbler’s 
Spoken Word 
A Room With A Brew 
Free, 8pm - 10pm

TUESDAY 3 MAY

 Open Mic Night 
Pepper Rocks 
Free, 9pm

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 The Gufrits 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 The Fabulous Hoochie 
Coochie Club: The Polecats 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£15, 9pm

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven 
£3, 10pm

 You Get Me - Free Party 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm - 10pm

TUESDAY 3 MAY

 The Place for Art 
The Place Activity Centre 
£4, 10am - 1pm

 Seriously Funny 
Business - Hosted by 
Simon Evans 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£12.50/£13.50/£16.50

 Carlos Acosta 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£30 - £65, 7:30pm

 1UP Videogame Quiz
Broadway Cafe Bar 
£1, 8:45pm

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
£5, 7:30pm

 Simon Evans 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

 Wiff Waff - Laura 
Dedicoat and Miggy Angel
Das Kino 
£3, 7:30pm - 10pm

 Stone Skimming 
World Cup 
Holme Pierrepont 
£5, 7:30pm

WEDNESDAY 4 MAY

 Sugar Ape 
The Bodega 
11pm

 Live Acoustic Music 
The Embankment 
Free, 7pm

 Laura Cantrell 
The Glee Club 
£16, 7pm

 Bollywood Brass Band 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£11/£14/£16, 8pm

 Shades of Blue 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 9pm

 The Alarm 
Rescue Rooms 
£16, 7:30pm

 Life Drawing with 
John Cave 
Malt Cross 
£5, 6pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 Salsa Class 
Bunkers Hill 
£5, 7pm

 Carlos Acosta 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£30 - £65, 7:30pm

 ‘Paris Is Burning’ 
Film Screening 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm - 11pm

 The Survivalist 
Broadway Cinema 
£4 - £6.40

WEDNESDAY 4 MAY 

 Drawing with iPads 
and Charcoal 
City Arts - Nottingham 
£75, 7pm

THURSDAY 5 MAY

 Sirkis/Bialas 
International Quartet 
Bonington Theatre 
£5/£12/£10, 8pm - 10:30pm

 Sound Series 
NG1 
9pm

 Cecille Grey 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 81BC Trio Open
Mic Night 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Tuned 
Rock City 
10pm

 J.J Quintet 
The Hand and Heart 
Free, 6pm

 Janina Fialkowska + 
Sacconi String Quartet 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£20/£22, 7:30pm

 Seriously Funny 
Business - Hosted by 
Lucy Porter 
Lakeside Arts Centre 

 Shonen Knife + Otoboke 
Beaver Leggy + Bruja 
The Maze 
£12.50, 8pm

 Giuda + You Want Fox 
Rock City 
£11

 Milk Teeth supported by 
Black Foxes & Eat Me 
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm

 Crafters Corner 
The Place Activity Centre 
£3.50, 10am - 12:30pm

 Study Sessions: Art 
& Literature in the 
Nuclear Anthropocene 
Nottingham Contemporary 
6:30pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 Talk: Archives of Travel: 
Grand Tourists and Others 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 1pm - 2pm

 Lakeside Youth 
Theatre 14+ 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£60, 6pm - 8:30pm

 Mindfulness Group 
Sobar 
Free, 7pm

 TDX Group 
Fashion Show 
Malt Cross 
Free, 6pm

THURSDAY 5 MAY

 Simon Evans 
The Glee Club 
£12/£14, 7pm

 Lucy Porter 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

 Build a Poetry 
Collection with Carol 
Rowntree Jones 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£120/£180, 7pm

 Pit Props: Music, 
International Solidarity 
and the 84-85 
Miners’ Strike 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£3, 7pm - 8:30pm

 3rd Charnwood Cider 
Festival 
Organ Grinder 
Free

FRIDAY 6 MAY

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
10pm

 The Blues Lobster 
Brass Monkey 
Free, 10pm

 Unplugged Showcase 
Bunkers Hill 
Free, 8pm

 Los Pepes + The 
Breakdowns + Prime + 
Chernobyol Superstar 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£5, 7pm

 Live Music 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Mandolin Orange 
The Glee Club 
£12, 7pm

 Skank’d 
The Maze 
£5, 8pm

 The Clone Roses - 
Spike Island Show 
Rescue Rooms 
£12, 6:30pm

 The Music of Queen: 
A Rock & Symphonic 
Spectacular 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£15 - £45, 7:30pm

 Unplugged #4 
The Lofthouse 
£1, 8pm - 3am

 One Step + DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm - 2am

 Felix M-B 
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm

 Gallery Tours: David 
Jones Vision and Memory 
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free, 1pm - 2pm

 Craft Social: 
#FirstFriday 
Debbie Bryan 
12am - 7pm

FRIDAY 6 MAY

 Fagin’s Twist presented 
by Avant Garde Dance and 
The Place 
Déda 
£10/£12

 Hail Caesar! 
Bonington Gallery 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 Click Nottingham 
Sobar 
Free, 2:15pm - 4pm

 Justin Moorhouse +
Jonny Awsum + Laura
Lexx + Tom Lucy 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 NWS Social 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
7:30pm - 10pm

 More Raw Material 
Waterstones Nottingham 
7pm

 Annual Birthday Bash 
Lincoln Green Brewing
Company Limited 
Free

SATURDAY 7 MAY

 Mansfield v Cambridge 
Mansfield Town 
Football Club 
3pm

 MK Dons v
Nottingham Forest 
Nottingham Forest 
Football Club 
12:30pm

 Notts County v Carlisle 
Notts County Football Club 
3pm

 Live Music 
Nottingham Contemporary 

 Back to Mine 
The Market Bar 
9:30pm - 4am

 Shimmer 
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen 
Free, 9:30pm

 Leygo 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Try the Pie + Two White 
Cranes + The Blue Period 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£5, 8pm

 Stormbringer 
The Doghouse 
7pm - 1am

 Royale Roots Rockers 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 9pm

 Jay (DJ) 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Smokescreen 
Soundsystem 
The Maze 
£5, 10pm

 Naked Protest Day 
For All
Old Market Square 
£60, 10am
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SATURDAY 7 MAY

 Fort Hope + Milestones 
+ Vetches 
Rock City 
£6

 Solid Silvers 60s 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 

 Fan Club: Sue Ryder 
Vintage & Retro Takeover 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm - 1am

 The Groove 
The Lofthouse 
£3/£4, 8pm - 3am

 Wild Wood + DJ Marriot 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm - 2am

 Recreations (Sam 
Duckworth FKA Get Cape. 
Wear Cape. Fly) 
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm

 Billy Kenny (Dirtybird) 
Stealth 
£5, 10pm

 Mas Y Mas 
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
Free, 8pm

 Crafternoon: 
Clutch Bag
Debbie Bryan 
£38, 1:30pm - 4:30pm

 Melting Pot Festival 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 12pm - 5pm

 Lullaby Lane 
Nottingham Playhouse 

 Hail Caesar! 
Bonington Gallery 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 Young Rangers 
Highfields Park 
£28 - 4 sessions

 Justin Moorhouse + 
Jonny Awsum + Laura 
Lexx + Tom Lucy 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Glenn Moore + Lateef 
Lovejoy + Simon King + 
Will-E 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
£16, 7pm

SATURDAY 7 MAY

 MikeNewall + Mo 
Gilligan + Darus Dabies + 
Darrell Martin 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

SUNDAY 8 MAY

 Nottingham 
Clarion Choir 
The Place Activity Centre 
Free, 7:30pm - 9pm

 Live Music 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 12pm

 Philip Clouts Quartet 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 1:30pm

 DJ Marriot 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Vinnie Caruana 
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm

 Crafternoon: Large 
Textile Lampshade 
Debbie Bryan 
£48, 1pm - 4:30pm

 Contemporary Dance 
Lab - Aged 18+ 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

 Capoeira for Kids 
New Art Exchange 
£5, 12:30pm - 1:30pm

 Kathak 
New Art Exchange 
10am - 12pm

 Steve Jobs 
Bonington Gallery 
£4.50/£5.50, 7:30pm

 Speed Dating for 
Professionals Aged 18-30 
Missoula Montana Bar 
& Grill 
£20, 7:45pm

 Ghold + Palehorse + 
A Horse Called War + 
Temple Steps 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£8/£7, 7pm

 Give Your Money Away
Nottingham City Centre
£1, 10am - 1pm

MONDAY 9 MAY

 Live Music 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Smokescreen 
Soundsystem 
The Maze 
Free, 7:30pm

 Chastity Belt +Tuff Love 
+ Babe Punch 
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm

 45 Years 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 BrewDog Nottingham 
Home Brew Club 
Brew Dog 
Free, 7pm

 Book Club 
The Johnson Arms 
Free, 8pm

TUESDAY 10 MAY

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 The Gufrits 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven 
£3, 10pm

 Patrick Wolf 
Rescue Rooms 
£16, 6:30pm

 Concert Club 
City Arts - Nottingham 
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm

 LUH. 
The Bodega 
£11, 7pm

 The Place for Art 
The Place Activity Centre 
£4, 10am - 1pm

 Nederlands Dans 
Theater 2 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£18 - £24, 7:30pm

 1UP Videogame
Broadway Cafe Bar 10 MAY
£1, 8:45pm

TUESDAY 10 MAY

 45 Years 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
£5, 7:30pm

 Funhouse Comedy 
The Admiral Rodney 
£5, 7:30pm
Barry Dodds, Jim Daly, 
Karl White, Thomas Green, 
Will Hutchby and Compare 
Francis Jenking.

WEDNESDAY 11 MAY

 Live Acoustic Music 
The Embankment 
Free, 7pm

 God Damn + Weirds 
+ Floodhounds
The Harley 
£5, 7:30pm - 10:30pm

 Manran 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£11/£14.50/£16.50, 8pm

 Tusk + Twin Kidd 
+ Yowsah 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 Lionize 
Rock City 
£10, 6:30pm

 9Bach 
The Bodega 
£14, 7pm

 Life Drawing with 
John Cave 
Malt Cross 
£5, 6pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 Crossroads - Spoken 
Word Open Mic 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Nederlands Dans 
Theater 2 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£18 - £24, 7:30pm

 My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding 2 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

WEDNESDAY 11 MAY

 NCF £1 Comedy Night 
Canal House 
£1, 8pm

 Corbyn: The Strange 
Rebirth of Radical Politics 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£3, 7pm - 8:30pm

THURSDAY 12 MAY

 Sound Series 
NG1 
9pm

 81BC Trio Open Mic 
Night 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Tuned 
Rock City 
10pm

 Balkan Express 
The Hand and Heart 
Free, 6pm

 Trevor Pinnock and 
Friends 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£16.50/£17.50, 7:30pm

 Cale Tyson Band + Luke 
Whittemore 
The Maze 
£12, 7:30pm

 The Treatment + The 
Amorettes + Skam 
Rescue Rooms 
£10, 6:30pm

 Felouka + Just Judy 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 After Hours: National 
Youth Chamber Choir 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£3, 9:30pm

 Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£7.50 - £34.50, 7:30pm - 

 Ngod 
The Bodega 
Free, 7pm

 Crafters Corner 
The Place Activity Centre 
£3.50, 10am - 12:30pm

THURSDAY 12 MAY

 Simon Starling 
in Conversation 
The Newton Building, 
Nottingham 
Trent University 
Free, 6pm - 8pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding 2 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 Mindfulness Group 
Sobar 
Free, 7pm

 Gorilla Burger: Improv 
Comedy Carnage 
Malt Cross 
£3/£5, 7:30pm - 10pm

FRIDAY 13 MAY

 Tippa Irie - The Original 
Raggamuffin 
The Maze 
£10/£13, 9:30pm - 2am

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
10pm

 Metal Militia presents 
Enormity Falls + 
Clawback The Day + 86 
The Enemy...Only £2!! 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn 
8pm - 2am

 Unplugged Showcase 
Bunkers Hill 
Free, 8pm

 Cleft + Bearded Youth 
Quest + Cheap Jazz + 
Qujaku (JP) 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£5, 8pm

 The Franklys 
The Doghouse 
7pm - 2am

 Picto Mexico 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 9pm
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DETONATE FESTIVAL

FRIDAY 13 MAY

 Genre Clash (DJ) 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Tippa Irie 
The Maze 
£8/£10, 9:30pm

 Cloudbusting - The 
Music Of Kate Bush 
Rescue Rooms 
£13, 6pm

 Rob Green EP Launch 
Rough Trade 
Free, 7pm - 11pm

 Lofthouse Unplugged 
The Lofthouse 
£1, 8pm - 12pm

 The Money + 
DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Live Music 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Into It, Over It + The 
Hotelier supported by 
Rozwell Kid 
The Bodega 
£11, 7pm

 Steve McGill 
Brass Monkey 
Free, 10pm

 Picto Mexico 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 9pm

 Eye in the Sky 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50 / £5.50, 7:30pm

 Dave Johns + Jamali 
Maddix + Gareth Richards 
+ Christian Schulte-Loh 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Hemulen Soundz 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Cleft + Bearded Youth 
Quest + Qujaku + 
Cheap Jazz
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£5, 8pm

SATURDAY 14 MAY

 All Folked Up: The Band 
From Country Hell 
The Running Horse 
Free, 7:30pm - 12pm

 Nearstock 
The Royal Oak 
£5, 4pm - 11pm

 Gateway To Southwell: 
The Penny Black Remedy
Spanky Van Dykes 
£10, 7:30pm

 Back to Mine 
The Market Bar 
9:30pm - 4am

 Shimmer 
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen 
Free, 9:30pm

 Simon Love and the Old 
Romantics 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£5, 8pm

 Eurovision 2016 
The Johnson Arms 
Free, 7pm

 El Gecko 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
Free, 9pm

 Mouse (DJ) 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 UK Subs + Criminal 
Mind + Fight Back + 
Noose 
The Maze 
£12, 8pm

 Hi-On Maiden + 
Sack Sabbath 
Rescue Rooms 
£10, 6:30pm

 Beanbag Music Club 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£1/£7

 T.I Funk + DJ Marriottt 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Soul Sister Brown Sugar 
The Lofthouse 
Free/£4, 8pm

SATURDAY 14 MAY

 Matt Henshaw 
The Space, Nottingham 
Contemporary 
Free, 8pm

 Kagoule 
The Bodega 
£7, 7pm

 Luddites Day 
Nottingham Contemporary 
11:30pm

 Screenprinting with 
Kariline Rerrie 
Malt Cross 
£45, 11pm - 5pm

 Little Lakesiders 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£40, 9:30am - 10:30am

 Lakeside Youth 
Theatre: 8-10s 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£45, 11am - 12:30pm

 Our School Play 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
£3/£4/£6, 10:30am

 How To Be Happy 
With the Speakmans 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£20/£27.50/£45, 8pm

 Eye in the Sky 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50/£5.50, 7:30pm

 Armour Building 
Workshop 
Nottingham Hackspace 

 Brendon Burns + Tom 
Lucy + Phil Chapman + 
Lloyd Griffith 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

 Dave Johns + Jamali 
Maddix + Gareth Richards 
+ Christian Schulte-Loh 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Saturday Art Club
New Art Exchange
Free, 10am - 12pm

SUNDAY 15 MAY

 Nottingham Clarion 
Choir 
The Place Activity Centre 
Free, 7:30pm - 9pm

 Stravinsky on the 
Pianola by Rex Lawson 
Nottingham Contemporary 
3pm - 5pm

 Magic Car 
The Lincolnshire Poacher 
Free

 Teddy Thompson & 
Kelly Jones 
The Glee Club 
£20, 7pm

 David Hawkins & Dasato 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 1:30pm

 Junior Bill 
The Maze 
7:30pm

 Father John Misty 
Rock City 
£18.50, 6pm

 Nigel Kennedy - The 
New Four Seasons 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£19.50 - £64.50, 7:30pm

 DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Carnival Percussion 
City Arts - Nottingham 
£10, 12pm - 5pm

 Contemporary Dance 
Lab - Aged 18+ 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

 Kathak 
New Art Exchange 
10am - 12pm

 Draw-a-Doodle-Dandy 
St Johns Church 
£15/£20, 12:30am

 Sunday Social: 
Cake Tasting 
Debbie Bryan 
£12

SUNDAY 15 MAY

 Learn to Knit 
Knit Knit Nottingham 
£25, 10.30am

 Poetry Is Dead Good 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Weekly Bath 
Your bathroom

MONDAY 16 MAY

 Paper Shop Dave + 
The Five-Piece Flange 
Orchestra + Froot Soop 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 Adam Green 
Rescue Rooms 
£15, 6:30pm

 Adelphia 
The Bodega 
£6, 7pm

 Shakespeare’s 
Folk Tales 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£7, 7:30pm

TUESDAY 17 MAY

 Tiny Ruins 
The Harley 
£8.80, 7:30pm - 10:30pm

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 The Gufrits 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven 
£3, 10pm

 The Joy Formidable 
Rescue Rooms 
£15, 6:30pm

 Magnum 
Rock City 
£22.50, 7pm

 Nottingham Stitch 
& Bitch 
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 6pm

TUESDAY 17 MAY

 The Place for Art 
The Place Activity Centre 
£4, 10am - 1pm

 Altitude Sickness 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£5, 8pm

 1UP Videogame Quiz
Broadway Cafe Bar 
£1, 8:45pm

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
£5, 7:30pm

 Graeme of Thrones 
Nottingham Playhouse 

WEDNESDAY 18 MAY

 Live Acoustic Music 
The Embankment 
Free, 7pm

 Arild Andersen Trio 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£11/£14/£16, 8pm

 Busted 
Motorpoint Arena 
Nottingham 
£42 - £99.50, 7:30pm

 The Summer Set + The 
LaFontaines + Sykes 
Rescue Rooms 
£13, 6:30pm

 Walkthrough: Derby 
Museums Curator 
Nottingham Contemporary 
2pm

 Life Drawing with 
John Cave 
Malt Cross 
£5, 6pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 Eddie the Eagle 
Bonnington Theatre 
£4.50/£5.50

 Young Creative 
Awards 2016 
Nottingham Playhouse 
Free

Boom, shake shake shake the room. Like a rocket launcher racing through 
Nottingham’s air space, the monster that is Detonate Festival is about to explode into 
Colwick Park for yet another day of all-out carnage and utter mayhem.

This year, the festival’s puppet masters are barring no holds and pulling out every 
stop to make it a day to – albeit fuzzily for some – remember, as they prepare to set 
some proper big names loose in Hoodtown. And when we say say big, we mean bleddy 
stratospheric. And when we say stratospheric, we mean Chase and Status, Craig 
David, David Rodigan, Stormzy and Big Narstie.

Going for the all-out festival experience, the powers that be have organised some 
grade A off-stage entertainment an’ all, including face painting, live art and a vintage 
market so you can get clobbered up in the freshest garmz from back in the dizzay. 
Keep yourself energised with some of the best scran this side of anywhere, including

everyone’s favourite Caribbean caterers, 3Cz, Los Amigos who’ll provide the best 
Latin American street food your money can buy, and if you fancy a taste closer to home, 
Smoked will answer your prayers with a proper British barbecue. 

If you wanted to be proper fanceh, and live it up like you’re one of them there 
celebrities but with a little less dosh to spend, splash out on a ticket that gives you 
access to the VIP island. Complete with what we all crave in the middle of a festival 

– posh loos, and dead nice seating areas – you can treat yourself to a proper cocktail 
while taking in the surrounding lakes and basking in your own glory. 

Different sized fish and boxes at the ready, people – it’s going to go off. 
 
Detonate Festival, Saturday 4 June, £50 – £66, Colwick Park.

facebook.com/detonateuk



NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled 
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny.

Want more? Check out Nusic’s website for 
fortnightly podcasts and live sessions.
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Kxng Foreman

One of the most diverse rappers I’ve heard of in recent 
times. Kxng Foreman came up on our radar with 
Friendzone, a catchy, hip hop cum pop cum dancehall 
tune, but a quick scan through his well-populated 
SoundCloud and you’re presented with a myriad of 
different genres. One minute he’s on the JT-esque slow 
jams, then he’s onto the aggressive, trap-inspired hip 
hop. And it’s not just the diversity that’s impressive – it’s 
the quality control. The production on each and every 
track sounds like it could have been from one of those 
expensive – and credible – names that major labels 
splash out on for their big artists. It’s hard to believe KF 
has only been at this for a few years, but one thing is for 
sure, if he keeps hustling at this rate, it won’t be long till 
he’s all over the nation’s airwaves.

facebook.com/kxngforeman

Tusk

Comparing a new artist to an existing artist is 
sometimes classed as lazy music writing. But when 
strong similarities are apparent and, thanks to their 
unique take on the genre, they are equally matched 
talent-wise, I think it’s more than acceptable. My 
comparison with Tusk then, is to Foals but with a rawer 
edge. This rawness is in no way a negative reflection 
on their ability to create melodies, these guys have 
catchy songs by the bucketload. But they’ve got that 
distinctive guitar sound that Foals have made a name for 
themselves with, and vocals that could deffo give Yannis 
a run for his money. They’ve only got two demos on the 
glorious world wide web to date, but they already sound 
like they could be filling festivals with their anthems in 
2017. 

facebook.com/ogtusk

WEDNESDAY 18 MAY

 Bloodaxe Books 
present Rake 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
£3, 7pm - 8:30pm

THURSDAY 19 MAY

 Sound Series 
NG1 
9pm

 81BC Trio Open 
Mic Night 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Tuned 
Rock City 
10pm

 Aistagucha 
The Hand and Heart 
Free, 7pm

 Under The Tree 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Dizraeli 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£6/£10, 8pm - 11pm

 Laurence Fox 
The Bodega 
£12.50, 7pm

 Minnie Birch & 
Sycamore Skyes 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Beyond Wage Slavery: 
Opening Ken Coates’ 
Archive 
Nottingham Contemporary 
6:30pm

 Gallery Tours: David 
Jones Vision and Memory 
The Djanogly Art Gallery 
Free, 1pm - 2pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 Stitch and Bitch 
Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Psychic Sally - Call 
Me Sally 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£24, 7:30pm

 Roberto Rossellini’s 
Journey to Italy 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£11/£14/£16, 7:30pm

 The All- Star Stand-Up 
Tour 2016 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£21

 DIY Poets 
The Maze 
£3, 8pm

FRIDAY 20 MAY

 10 foot Wizard + Nomad 
+ Drore
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£6, 8pm - 12pm

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
10pm

FRIDAY 20 MAY

 Unplugged Showcase 
Bunkers Hill 
Free, 8pm

 10 ft. Wizard + Nomad 
+ Drore + Brianblessed. 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
7:30pm

 Peter and the Test 
Tube Babies + 
Apocalypse Babys 
The Doghouse 
£10, 9pm

 Jerome Hill 
The Maze 
£5/£8, 9pm

 Let The Good Times 
Toll - DJ Format + 
Funkified Live 
The Riverbank Bar 
& Kitchen 
£6/£8/£10

 Jeff Angell’s Staticland 
Rock City 
£7.50, 6:30pm

 Richard Howell + 
DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 9pm

 Donuts 
Spanky Van Dykes 
Free, 9pm - 2am

 Son of Dave supported 
by The Church 
The Bodega 
£12.50, 7pm

 Stuck In 2nd 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Blue Brazil 
Brass Monkey 
Free, 10pm

 Forget Me Not - The 
Alzheimer’s Whodunnit 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£5/£7, 7pm - 9pm

 Reel Equality Season 3 
Launch Party: Aliens 
Broadway Cafe Bar 
Free, 8:30pm

 Jo Caulfield + Stuart 
Goldsmith + Matt Reed + 
Gary Little 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Eddie Izzard 
Force Majeure 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£11/£14/£16

SATURDAY 21 MAY

 Back to Mine 
The Market Bar 
9:30pm - 4am

 Shimmer 
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen 
Free, 9:30pm

 Sweet Female Attitude 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£5 - £10, 9pm - 2am

 September Girls + 
Deerful + Horowitz + 
Wolf Girl 
The Maze 
£6, 8:30pm

SATURDAY 21 MAY

 AC/DC UK 
Rescue Rooms 
£10, 7pm

 Blind Guardian 
Rock City 
£22.50, 6pm

 James - Girl at the End 
of the World Tour 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£36/£45, 7:30pm

 DJ Marriott 
The Southbank Bar 
Free, 10pm

 Lee Walker (Defected) 
Stealth 
£5, 10pm

 Genre Clash with 
BradleyJam & Hemulen 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Fuzzbox: Thee Eviltones 
+ Dirty White Fever + 
The X Rays! 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
8:30pm - 1am

  Hackspace Open Day
Nottingham Hackspace 
11am

 Showcase 2016 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
6:30pm

 Jo Caulfield + Stuart 
Goldsmith + Matt Reed + 
Gary Little 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Tom Price + Chris 
Martin + Barry 
Castagnola + Topping 
and Butch 
Jongleurs Comedy Club
£16, 7pm

 Reginald D Hunter + 
Darren Walsh + 
Darrell Martin 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

 Lady Bay Vintage & 
MidCentury Antiques Fair 
All Hallows Church Hall 
11am - 4pm

SUNDAY 22 MAY

 Nottingham 
Clarion Choir 
The Place Activity Centre 
Free, 7:30pm - 9pm

 Janxx + Hotel Red + 
Video Tape Machine 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm - 11:15pm

 Acoustic Music with 
John Hardy 
The Johnson Arms 
Free, 8pm

 Fuga Perpetua 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£10/£14/£16

 Josh Groban 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£40/£50, 7:30pm

SUNDAY 22 MAY

 The Burning Hell 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£6, 7:30pm - 10:30am

 Scott Matthews 
The Bodega 
£15, 7pm

 Contemporary Dance 
Lab - Aged 18+ 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

 Kathak 
New Art Exchange 
10am - 12pm

 Showcase 2016 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
1:30pm

MONDAY 23 MAY

 Owiny Sigoma Band at 
the Harley - 23.05.16 
The Harley 
7:30pm - 10:30pm

 Live Music 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Lisbon 
The Maze 
£6.50, 7:30pm

 The Dandy Warhols 
Rescue Rooms 
£17, 7pm

 Ventoux 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£10/£12

 Atoms to Galaxies 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£3, 7:30pm - 10:30am

TUESDAY 24 MAY

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 The Gufrits 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven 
£3, 10pm

 Coldrain + Wage War 
+ Counting Days 
Rock City 
£10, 6:30pm

 Baby Strange + White 
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm

 The Place for Art 
The Place Activity Centre 
£4, 10am - 1pm

 Gallery Art Group: 
11-13 years 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£60 per term, 6pm - 8pm

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
£5, 7:30pm
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TUESDAY 24 MAY

 The 2016 US 
Presidential Race: A 
conversation with 
Professor Charles Postel 
(San Francisco 
State University) 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm - 8:30pm

WEDNESDAY 25 MAY

 Live Acoustic Music 
The Embankment 
Free, 7pm

 Viano + Jasmin Issaka + 
Veraska 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 Live Music
The Lacehouse 
Free, 8pm - 11pm

 Life Drawing with 
John Cave 
Malt Cross 
£5, 6pm

 Hearthstone Fireside 
Gathering 
National Videogame Arcade 
Free, 7pm - 10pm

 NTU Degree Show: 
Catwalk Show Knitwear 
Newton Building 
£6/£10

THURSDAY 26 MAY

 Geoff Eales’ IsoRhythm 
Bonington Theatre 
£12/£10/£5, 8pm - 10:30pm

 Sound Series 
NG1 
9pm

 American Music 
Listening Sessions 
Nottingham Contemporary 
6:30pm

 81BC Trio Open Mic 
Night 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Tuned 
Rock City 
10pm

 The Uke Box 
The Hand and Heart 
Free, 7pm

 Loop De Loop 
Malt Cross 
Free

 Lee Ramsay + Marita 
+ Fransua/Lebowski + 
Criminal Diplomacy + Ben 
Hibbert + Lia White 
The Maze 
£3/£5, 7:30pm

 By The Rivers 
The Bodega 
£9, 7pm

 Mindfulness Group 
Sobar
Free, 7pm

 INFL ‘Open Mic Night’ 
Is Back!
The Running Horse 
Free, 7:30pm

THURSDAY 26 MAY

 Crafters Corner 
The Place Activity Centre 
£3.50, 10am - 12:30pm

 Sherwood Art Room 
The Place Activity Centre 
£2/£5, 10am

 #NTUDEGREESHOW: 
Fashion Design Catwalk 
Shows 2016 
The Newton Building, NTU
£6 - £10

 What Happens in New 
York Book Launch 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
Free, 7pm - 9pm

 7th Beauvale Beer & 
Cider Gathering 
Beauvale Priory 
Free

 The Great Radcliffe 
Beer Festival 
The Chesnut 

 Wollaton Cricket Club 
5th Annual Beer Festival 
Wollaton Sports Association 

FRIDAY 27 MAY

 Get Lucky 
Rock City 
10pm

 Unplugged Showcase 
Bunkers Hill 
Free, 8pm

 Gallery Sounds 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
Free, 10pm

 Patriot Rebel + Theia + 
Beckon Lane + 
Hell’s Addiction 
Rescue Rooms 
£6, 6:30pm

 Os Noctumbulos (France) 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Motown Goldrush 
Brass Monkey 
Free, 10pm

 Jarred Christmas + Ron 
Vaudry + Larry Dean + 
Dan Thomas 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Phil Ellis + Jason 
Patterson + Luke Toulson 
+ Addy van der Borgh 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
£16, 7pm

 Sobar Social 
Sobar
Free

 Newark CAMRA Beer & 
Cider Festival 
Riverside Farm Pub 
Restaurant 
Free

 Bud City Bird EP Launch
National Videogame Arcade
£5, 8pm

SATURDAY 28 MAY

 P4TH Shanarchy Sods 
Law Jerkins Lily Gaskell 
Heel Turn Poet 
The Sumac Centre 
7pm - 11pm

 Artwork 
Stealth 
£5, 10pm

 Back to Mine 
The Market Bar 
9:30pm - 4am

 Shimmer 
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen 
Free, 9:30pm

 Ripe (DJ) 
Malt Cross 
Free

 Rubberdub 
The Maze 
£4/£5, 10pm

 World Fusion 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£6.50, 7:30pm

 The Doors Alive 
Rescue Rooms 
£15, 7pm

 The Music of Bond 
Theatre Royal & Royal 
Concert Hall 
£15.50 - £31.50, 7:30pm

 DirtyDiscoSoundSystem
Rough Trade 
Free, 3pm - 7pm

 DirtyFilthySexy 
Spanky Van Dykes 
£5, 9pm

 Saturdays are 
For Dancing 
JamCafé 
Free, 7pm

 Nottingham Black 
Archive 
Primary 

 Zootropolis 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50/£5.50

 Batman v Superman: 
Dawn of Justice 
Bonington Theatre 
£4.50/£5.50

 Intermediate Bike 
Maintenance One-Day 
Course 
Nottingham Bike Works 
£50, 10am

 Raspberry Jam 
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 11am - 3pm

 Jarred Christmas + Ron 
Vaudry + Larry Dean + 
Dan Thomas 
The Glee Club 
£5/£11, 7pm

 Luke Toulson + 
Brennan Reece + Darius 
Davies + 
Addy van der Borgh 
Jongleurs Comedy Club 
£16, 7pm

 Andrew Bird + Larry 
Dean + Addy Borgh + 
Quincy 
The Forum 
£5/£10/£16, 7pm

SATURDAY 28 MAY

 Great Food and 
Drink Festival 
Nottingham Castle 
£8/£10, 10am - 4pm
Ends Monday 30 May.

SUNDAY 29 MAY

 Nottingham 
Clarion Choir 
The Place Activity Centre 
Free, 7:30pm - 9pm

 ScorpFest 2016 - Charity 
All Dayer In Aid Of The 
British Heart Foundation 
The Running Horse 
£6/£8, 

 Dot to Dot (Fringe) 
Malt Cross 
Free

 Matt Ratcliffe (Pianist) 
Malt Cross 
Free

 Dot to Dot 2016 
Various venues 
£25

 Osunlade 
The Riverbank Bar 
& Kitchen 
£15/£18/£20

 Contemporary Dance 
Lab - Aged 18+ 
New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

 Kathak 
New Art Exchange 
10am - 12pm

SUNDAY 29 MAY

 Poacher Garden Party 
The Lincolnshire Poacher 
Free

 Aurie Styla 
The Glee Club 
£15, 7pm

 INFL Dot to Dot Fringe 
Baresca & The Lofthouse 
Free

MONDAY 30 MAY

 Vape Jam 2016 
The Doghouse 
Free, 12am

 Brunch & Modern 
Rituals & Pet Crow 
JT Soar 
£5, 8pm

 The Something Sessions
The Maze 
Free, 8pm

 Hands Like Horses 
The Bodega 
£10, 7pm

TUESDAY 31 MAY

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 7:30pm

 The Gufrits 
The Navigation Inn 
Free, 7pm

TUESDAY 31 MAY

 Faintest Idea + Jake & 
The Jellyfish + Gone and 
Lost It + Joe Slater 
The Maze 
£5, 7:30pm

 Life-sized 
Paper Puppets 
City Arts  
£12 10:30am - 4pm

 1UP Videogame Quiz 
Broadway Cafe Bar 
£1, 8:45pm

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon 
£5, 7:30pm

 Goose Fair Night 
Five Leaves Bookshop 
Free, 7pm - 8:30pm

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven 
£3, 10pm



Having served nottingham with the best dogs 
in town we’re expanding our menu to include 
delicious dirty burgers & filthy fried chicken 
(VEGGIE & VEGAN OPTIONS TOO!) NEW MENU

FILTHYS NOTTINGHAM //13-15 WEEKDAY CROSS // NOTTINGHAM
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MONDAYS

 Open Mic Night 
Golden Fleece

 The Lion Music Quiz 
The Lion at Basford 
8:30pm

 Pub Quiz 
Malt Cross 
£1, 8:30pm

 Salsa Classes
Filthy’s Nottingham 
£4 - £8, 7:30pm - 11pm

TUESDAYS

 Pub Quiz 
The Sir John Borlase Warren 
Free, 8:30pm

 Quiz Night 
The Johnson Arms 
Free, 9pm

 Open Mic Night
Pepper Rocks 

 Open Mic Night 
Filthy’s

 Phlebas 
Bar Eleven

 The Racing Room 
The Dragon

 Craft Club 
Spanky Van Dykes

 Samba dance (14+) 
City Arts - Nottingham 
7pm - 9pm

 Cuban Salsa and 
Rueda Classes 
Bad Juju Tiki bar 
£4 - £8, 7:30pm - 11pm

 Basic Bike 
Maintenance Course 
Nottingham Bike Works 
£15, 6pm - 8pm

WEDNESDAYS

 Open Mic Night 
JamCafé 
Free, 8pm

 Open Mic Night 
The Maze 
Free, 8pm

 Open Mic Night 
The Bell Inn 
Free, 7pm

 Open Hack Night 
Nottingham Hackspace 
6:30pm - 9pm

 Board Game Night 
Malt Cross 
Free

 Pub Quiz 
Spanky Van Dykes 
Free, 7:30pm

 Pub Quiz 
Rescue Rooms
Free, 7:30pm

 Pub Quiz 
Golden Fleece
Free, 7:30pm

 The Lion Quiz 
The Lion at Basford 
9pm

 Pub Quiz 
The Hop Pole
Free, 7:30pm

 Life Drawing
Malt Cross

Green Spirit
Sobar

 Salsa Class
Bunkers Hill

THURSDAYS

 Retro Computing Night 
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 7pm

 Open Mic Night 
The Lion at Basford

FRIDAYS

 Crate Diggin’ 
Rough Trade 

 Unplugged Showcase 
Bunkers Hill 

 Pop Confessional 
The Bodega

 Champagne Fridays 
The Roundhouse 

 Everything’s Alright 
Rescue Rooms 

 I Know You Got Soul 
Spanky Van Dykes 

SATURDAYS

 Saturday Night Art 
Club! 
New Art Exchange 

 Ghost Walk 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn

 Terror Tour 
Galleries of Justice

 Heritage Tour 
Malt Cross 

 Stiff Kittens 
The Bodega

SUNDAYS

 Pub Quiz 
The Orange Tree 
The Trent Navigation Inn

 Open Mic Night 
The Johnson Arms

 Capoeira Classes 
New Art Exchange 

 Live Jazz 
The Bell Inn

  Sax on a Sunday 
Bunkers Hill 
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GATE TO SOUTHWELL FESTIVAL 
Many a three-pints-in pub debate has been 
started about the correct pronunciation 
of this here town. But whether you call it 
South-well or Suth-ull, you’ll bleddy well 
know that it gets pretty liveleh around this 
time of year. 

The Gate to Southwell Festival is one of 
the Midlands’ baddest acoustic, dance and 
roots music festivals, and we’re pleased 
as punch that it’s right around the corner. 
Catch artists including Hayseed Dixie 
– who have crossed the pond especially – 
Show of Hands, and BBC Folk Awards Best 
Newcomer, Jackie Oates Trio. 

Expect a rip-roaring time of it this year, cos 
the festival will be celebrating its tenth 
birthday. They’re launching themselves 

into the next decade with a whole bunch 
of ceilidhs, a significant helping of street 
theatre and a one-of-a-kind late night silent 
folk disco. Now that’s a crackin’ birthday 
party lineup if ever we did see one. 

It’s a proper family-friendly event, so pack 
up the kiddos and dig that six man tent job 
out the back of the garage. With flushing 
loos and free hot showers, it’s proper 
luxury. Fingers crossed it’ll be mad sunny 
an’ all. 

Thursday 9 - Sunday 12 June, £20 - £115 per 
adult ticket, camping not included.

gtsf.uk 

REGULAR STUFF LIKE OPEN MICS AND PUB QUIZZES

Like a giant, all-encompassing chrysalis, 
Nottingham Trent University has been 
nurturing young caterpillars of the art 
and design world for the last three to four 
years of their lives. Entering fluffy, green 
and fuzzy with ideas, the young artists 
have honed their craft, experimented 
with new styles, and probably endured 
countless sleepless nights ahead of 
imposing deadlines. 

But now, the time has come for 1,300 
beautiful butterflies to emerge, and spread 
their wings to glorious fanfare as they 
showcase their work for the prying eyes of 
Nottingham locals. That’s you. 

From catwalk shows to a photography 
festival, costume and theatre design to 

product and interior architecture, there’s 
a little slice of every pie for you to digest. 
You never know, you might get right 
inspired and decide to ditch the day job 
in favour of taking up an arty degree. Or 
just have a right good day out spotting the 
Alexander McQueens and Picassos of the 
next generation. 

If you’re keen to get to know the artists 
involved or find out how they’re gerrin on 
ahead of the big showdown, you can head 
over to the NTU website and check out 
their social media hub for updates from 
the graduates ‘emsens.

Saturday 4 June – Saturday 11 June, free.

ntu.ac.uk/art-and-design-degree-show

NTU ART AND DESIGN DEGREE SHOW 

 David Jones: 
Vision and Memory 
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Ends Sunday 5 June

 Sir Peter Blake’s 
Grand Tour 
The Harley Gallery
Free 
Ends Sun 5 June

 Rose English 
The Harley Gallery 
Free 
Ends Sun 5 June

 The Portland Miniatures 
The Harley Gallery 
Free
Ends Weds 31 Aug

 Benefactors 
Lace Market Theatre
£8 
Tues 3 - Sat 7 May

 Come Back to the 5 & 
Dime, Jimmy Dean 
Lace Market Theatre
£9/£11 
Mon 23 - Sat 28 May

 Lady Bay Arts Festival 
£3 
Sat 14 - Sun 15 May

 Exhibition: Grand 
Tourists and Others: 
Travelling Abroad before 
the Twentieth Century 
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free
Ends Sunday 7 Aug

 Wheee! Family Festival 
Lakeside Arts Centre
Sat 28 - Sun 5 June

 Cygnet Ink Exhibition 
Malt Cross
Free
Thurs 5 - Mon 16 May

 NTU Photography 
Exhibition 
Free 
Mon 23 May - Sat 4 June

 Leisure Land Golf 
New Art Exchange
Free/£1.50/£2
Ends Sunday 19 Jun

 Emerge 
New Art Exchange 
Free
Sat 21 May – Sun 5 Jun

 Little Shop of Horrors 
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£11 / £12.50 
Weds 4 - Sat 7 May

 Vernon God Little 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
£9 / £10 
Thurs 12 - Fri 13 May

 Oliver Twist 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
Sat 14 - Sun 15 May

 Kes 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
Sat 14 - Sun 15 May

 The Edelweiss Pirates 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
Sat 14 - Sun 15 May

 Simon Starling 
Nottingham Contemporary
Free
Ends Sunday 26 Jun.

 The Government 
Inspector 
Nottingham Playhouse
Weds 4 - Sat 14 May

 Café Missing 
Nottingham Contemporary
Thurs 5 - Fri 6 May

 Coal 
Nottingham Contemporary 
£10/£13, 8pm
Mon 23 - Tues 24 May

 A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream 
Theatre Royal
£12 - £32.50 
Tues 3 – Sat 7 May

 Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
Theatre Royal
£14 - £32.50 
Mon 9 - Sat 14 May

 Breakin’ Convention 
UK Tour 2016 
Theatre Royal 
£10/£15
Tues 17 - Weds 18 May

 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
Theatre Royal 
£24 - £52.50 
Weds 18 - Sun 29 May

 The Last Tango 
Theatre Royal 
£18 - £38.50 
Mon 23 - Weds 25 May

 Grand Tourists and 
Others: Travelling Abroad 
Before the 20th Century 
Weston Gallery
Free
Ends Sun 7 Aug

 7 Magpies Nature 
Photography Exhibition 
Wollaton Park
Free
Fri 13 - Fri 27 May

 Lady Bay Arts Festival
Lady Bay
Sat 14 - Sun 15 May

Get weekly updates of Nottingham events at 
leftlion.co.uk/newsletter
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Enter Tamatanga and, despite being founded here and a Nottingham 
exclusive, you’d be forgiven for assuming it must be a franchise. But 
chain restaurant normality this is not… 

Until fairly recently, the downstairs was laid out canteen-style and 
while this may appeal to some who enjoy the more social style, I’m all 
for a bit of privacy when eating curry – it has a tendency to get in my 
beard, and nobody needs to see that. Upstairs is set out with huge 
round tables ready for large parties to share, perfect for celebrating, 
and should be high up on your list for any work outings.

We were looked after exceedingly well throughout our marathon 
eating experience. We started by sampling three dishes from the 

‘tapas’ menu. As pointed out by our resident office food pedant, tapas 
is from Spain and tasty small Indian dishes are not, but no matter. We 
tried the prawn tempura (£5.95), lamb tikka (£5.45) and papdi chaat 
(£4.75) at three for £13 or five for £20. They were nicely spiced, well-
flavoured and had that authentic homemade style. The papdi chaat 

– a sweet, light dish made from chickpeas, wheat crisp, sweet yogurt, 
blueberries and a tamarind chutney is very unusual, enjoyed greatly 
by us, but it probably isn’t for everyone.

We complemented the starters with a cocktail. The raspberry mojito 
(£6.95) didn’t disappoint – double measures but you wouldn’t know it 

– fruity and refreshing, it went very well with the food.

If you visit before 6pm you can’t go wrong with the £7.95 deal, which 
includes a main and drink. I upgraded, and went for the Tamatanga 
Thali (+£4) and a pistachio lassi (+£1). The thali is comprised of salad, 
poppadoms, chutney, two vegetable dishes of the day, daal, raita, rice, 
naan and then a choice of any two curries from the menu. 

I opted for chicken tikka masala and palak ghosht – extremely tender 
and succulent lamb in spinach and garlic sauce. The whole dish was 
well balanced and not drenched in oil like so much ‘English Indian’ 
food. And the lassi, a sweet pistachio yogurt drink, would put out any 
spice-induced mouth fire if you’ve gone for anything particularly hot. 

We managed to squeeze in a scoop of raspberry and passionfruit 
sorbet (£3.95) to share at the end, a great way to finish off what was 
a truly excellent meal. They rightfully pride themselves on using 
local fresh produce, and it shows. Well done Tamatanga. Nottingham 
can be proud to be your birthplace, now go take on the rest of the 
country. Alan Gilby

Tamatanga, Trinity Square, NG1 4DB. 0115 9584 848

tamatanga.com

Sure, the American diet is well-documented as being a little too 
indulgent and a touch heart clogging, but we’re hardly saints in 
England either: greasy fry ups, fish ‘n’ chips and copious amounts of 
Best Bitter. In a typically British fashion, we’ve become increasingly 
self-deprecating and apologetic about it, paving the way for hundreds 
of new businesses to sprout up and flog us their healthy alternatives. 

Frequently backed up by unsubstantiated medical claims, they 
invariably have exotic names: chia seeds, agave syrup, spirulina 
and amaranth. Whatever floats your boat, but we weren’t put on the 
earth to leave a good-looking corpse and if you’ve bought a gadget to 
spiralize your courgettes you need to take a good look at yourself.

Thankfully, Annie, purveyor of Annie's Burger Shack, has come to the 
rescue with an all-American breakfast menu which brazenly supplies 
us with the good stuff. Taking us on a coast to coast journey from 
the Pacific Northwest to the deep South, your jaw may drop whilst 
reading the menu. But hey, if your mouth’s open anyway, you might 
as well take another slurp of the bottomless coffee kindly topped up 
throughout your meal.

I decided I wasn’t brave enough to order a battered steak for breakkie, 
but the Huevos Rancheros (£7.20) still seemed a relatively badass 
option: refried beans between two tortillas topped with fried eggs, 
hot sauce and hash browns on the side. Not wanting to be shy, I 

ordered sides of French toast (£1.20) and a sausage patty (£1.40). It 
arrived in full glory – delightful and daunting in equal measures. Elvis 
would have been proud.

My colleague went for a lighter choice of Seattle Smoked Salmon 
Benedict (£7.50) topped with lashings of hollandaise sauce. For a 
sugar fix, she added a waffle with maple syrup (£2.20). The eggs 
benedict were perfectly cooked and the waffle was the size of a small 
plate and dusted with ample icing sugar.

While the shining stars of the menu are the heftier options, you can 
earn your stripes with a variety of lighter choices including omelettes, 
buttermilk pancakes or yoghurt with fruit. All menu items have 
vegetarian and vegan options too, which is impressive. 

The best way to enjoy breakfast at Annie’s is at a leisurely pace. No 
need for ‘the man’ to worry, cos you’ll have enough energy to fuel your 
entire working day without the need for a lunch break. Plus you’ll be 
happy and content – the perfect employee, in fact. Ash Dilks.

Annie’s Burger Shack, 5 Broadway, Lace Market, NG1 1PR

anniesburgershack.com
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Squirreled away down the alley next to Q Hairdressing in the Lace 
Market, you’d be forgiven for missing the Hockley Arts Club entirely if 
you didn’t know it was there. But wander down, climb the steps and 
stroll into a club like no other in Nottingham.

The main floor is a high-ceilinged bar that looks like a louche 
gentlemen’s club, comfortable booths at one end and murals on the 
wall. Several rooms are set off from this, all with their own character 
and decor. The one at the back where we parked ourselves was a 
treat, and looked to have been decorated after a Supermarket Sweep 
through a gothic library, a diner, the Royston Vasey art gallery and 
your nan’s front room. High-backed wooden thrones with leather 
upholstery face bright orange bucket seats across the same table, 
while fringed lamps straight from a seance mix with neon signage 
that proclaims ‘Tomorrow Is Here’. It’s great, and feels like you 
might actually deploy the word ‘eclectic’ to describe it and not look 
like a prat.

We started working our way through the excellent red wine menu 
with a glass of soft Plaimont merlot (£3.50) and a dry Gouguenheim 
pinot noir (£4.50), and were soon tucking into our starters: a ‘blitzed’ 
butternut squash with beetroot and goat’s cheese (£5.75) and a plate 
of sweet soy and ginger glazed pork belly (£6.50). The pork belly was 
delicious: tender, rich and generously portioned, and my partner 
reported that the squash was velvety smooth.

To follow, I ordered their rare steak sandwich with caramelised 
red onion (£9.95), wrapped in toasted focaccia that kept the whole 
package together while I attempted to fit it into a mouth that 
suddenly felt far too small. 

My partner chose the steak burger, topped with crispy bacon and 
cheddar cheese, barely contained in a griddled brioche bun (£12.95), 
and likewise faced the delicate problem of how to politely unhinge 
her jaw to take a bite. We struggled on heroically and polished off the 
lot, ably assisted by glasses of Rosso Di Montepulciano (£6.50) and 
Vicuna merlot (£3.90).

Finally, after adjusting our belts, we made room for a refreshing 
mixed berry and wine jelly with vanilla ice cream (£5.95) and a 
scrumptious, hot chocolate orange brownie and ice cream (£5.50).

The service was excellent, the atmosphere on a surprisingly busy 
Tuesday night was fizzy and fun, and the food tasty. Whether you 
fancy a decent meal for two or a round of cocktails after work, the 
Hockley Arts Club has you covered. Robin Lewis. 

20A Carlton Street, NG1 1NN. 07469 977847

thehockleyartsclub.com

Annie’s 
Cuisine for your Coronary

Tamatanga
Curry Home

Hockley Arts Club 
Arts Bar Funkel
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We Show Up On Radar
WSUOR
Album (Hello Thor)

Evidently, since we’re writing about 
him, We Show Up On Radar has shown 
up on our radar. The ‘him’ is multi-
instrumentalist Andy Wright. His 
latest offering, the imaginatively titled 
WSUOR, continues his trend of strange 
yet charming music. The album starts 
off with Enough Butter, a song name 
that sounds like a Weird Al parody. A 
solid bassline is the song’s spine and all 
manner of instrumentation from guitar 
to piano fill out the rest of this uplifting 
dairy-anthem. Choke Me cheerfully puts 
a middle finger up to boring suburban 
life in a plodding, brass-filled number 
which wouldn’t sound out of place on Sgt 
Pepper – well, apart from when Andy explains that “you can choke me on my own fucking 
dick.” The prettiest and most folky he gets is with Today My Worry Is – a truly blissful 
Neutral Milk Hotel-esque track, sprinkled with guitar squeal. With lyrics plucked straight 
from Syd Barret’s LSD-ravaged mind, Picked By Imps is a hushed lullaby that threatens to 
put you to sleep, in a nice way. The Strangest Thing then makes you want to chuck your 
headphones out the window – the weakest track on the album, it’s a syrupy ballad with 
awkward, rushed breaks. The Surface Of The Lake marks the high point; it’s sixties French 
pop mashed with Pixies’ guitar wail. Rockety Rock ends the album on a slightly deranged 
kids programme tune about a man getting “shottedy-shot.” A delightfully weird listen, with 
a couple duff tracks, but enough good to keep it going. Nick Palmer
 

 wsuor.com

Future Shinjuku
Red Dot
EP (Self-released)
 
Yes. A bang-on, brand new(ish) band to grace Nottingham. 
And when I say brand new, they are actually a bit Brand 
New-esque. A British Brand New, without all the guilty-
pleasure, slurry emo ranting. This four-track EP is looming, 
with the feeling of wading through misty, dirty tunnels. 
Production quality is bob-on – a feat that’s reflected in their 
precise live performance. These accomplished musicians are 
doing something that feels classic but far from boring – easily 
listenable sound vibrations, injected with fresh gutter. Lead vocal rasps remind me of 
Stereophonics’ Kelly Jones, except our Brad from FS has a rounder voice with much darker 
and more sophisticated undertones. The standout track for me is Red Dot, White Flag. 
Dirty, body-slinging bass with guitars and drums crashing into breakdowns, championed 
with killer atmospheric effects. They call it futuristic, psychedelic, progressive pop. I call it 
schwang-dangging. Listened to it about twenty times. Bridie Squires
 

soundcloud.com/future-shinjuku

Little Bribes
Obstacles
EP (Self-released)

Hoping for an uplifting ditty from a band named after a Death 
Cab For A Cutie track is akin to inviting a Mormon to an acid 
rave. Bleddy pointless. That being said, Obstacles is not all 
doom and gloom. Cartography is actually quite beautiful; 
almost compromising and gentle, it’s a proper first love 
mixtape tune. Raggy Dolls is a call to arms – riling up the 
skinny-jean clad army, and firing up heavy eyes from beneath 
floppy black fringes. With just a hint of screamo and the typical 
four/four beat that drives many an emo jam, it breathes mosh-pit pleaser. Living Room is 
lovingly crafted using the simple metaphor of being tucked away in the safety of what one 
assumes to be a loved one’s front room. Why they decided to plonk a Taking Back Sunday-
esque shriek over the last quarter of the song I’ll never know. It’s somewhat disjointed and 
unnecessary, but otherwise an enjoyable listen. Lucy Manning
 

littlebribes.bandcamp.com

Rather listen to the tunes on this page than read about ‘em? 
Wrap your tabs round Sound Of The Lion, our dedicated 
music podcast. If you want your own tunes reviewed and 
you’re from Notts, hit up leftlion.co.uk/sendusmusic
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Merrick’s Tusk
Regroup & Reform
EP (Mountains of Records)
 
For some people, emo will always 
be a dirty word, bringing to mind 
sad-looking teenagers wearing 
too much eyeliner and listening 
to bands like Fall Out Boy and 
Panic at the Disco; trying to look 
troubled and interesting, but only 
really succeeding in looking like Tobey Maguire in Spider-Man 
3. It wasn’t always this way, and back in the day, bands like 
Jimmy Eat World and Weezer were writing interesting songs 
with confessional, expressive lyrics and lots of guitars. Merrick’s 
Tusk hark back to a time when the eyeliner was optional and the 
music was everything. Formed in 2013, the band released Sonder, 
their well-received debut EP in 2014 and now return with this EP. 
Over the course of 6 songs and 23 minutes, the band demonstrate 
their grasp of subtle, sometimes intricate melodies, occasionally 
elegantly flexing their muscles and cranking up the volume. A 
classy return. Tim Sorrell
 

merrickstusk.bandcamp.com
 

Snowy
Knots
EP (Red Bull)
 
Reading the ‘Lion’s interview with 
Snowy in issue #76, you got the 
sense that the Notts emcee felt 
like a big fish in a small grime 
pond. His latest EP sees him grow 
his claim as a contender in what 
is traditionally a London-centric 
scene, with six tracks of bombastic 
braggadocio delivered in a reassuringly Notts accent. Among the 
highlights are Trouble, Snowy’s sort-of response to Taylor Swift’s 
song of the same name, but the roadman talk, womp-womp 
baseline and gunshots were probably not the kind of trouble 
T-Swizzle was thinking of. The title track steps it up a notch, 
with cinematic horns and rising strings courtesy of producers 
Greeze Team, and Snowy ferociously spitting about how his 
mind’s in knots and his life’s in knotts. But this is only a thinly 
veiled reference to Hoodtown. “I thought I only had a Nottingham 
status?/See, I don’t even wanna be famous”. Well, at this rate, 
you’re not doing yourself any favours, Snowy son. Shariff Ibrahim
 

soundcloud.com/snow667 

Vandal Savage
Savagery Over Everything
EP (Self-released)
 
This seven-track EP by Vandal 
Savage, AKA Jordan Francis, 
showcases the emcee at his 
savage best, attacking the mic 
with ferocity over a plethora of 
wonderfully articulate beats 
provided by local legends Juga-
Naut and Nads Buhdha. It’s 
the type of socially conscious hip hop that many would agree 
has become virtually extinct at the pinnacle of British music; 
combining jazz-infused hook melodies over poetic pop-culture 
references, from “Packing silver Rizla, Bruce Banner in the bag” 
to “Bars are raw washed, the Häagen-Dazs soft.” Big respect to 
Jugz for the captivating use of the JB’s-esque sample on Dark 
Ages which is in fact from rare seventies Danish funk artist Ravi 
Harris; that raw, stripped-back snare and bass combo, combined 
with the coolest guitar riff you’ve never heard makes for a track 
of pure marvel. Another classic EP from the Notts stalwarts, once 
again proving why this city has hip hop coursing through its 
veins. Jack Garofalo
 

iamvandalsavage.bandcamp.com

Wolf Club
Restless EP
EP (My Hart Canyon Music)
 
Wolf Club’s sound is difficult to 
pinpoint exactly. On first listen, the 
subtle hints of Feeder and Thirty 
Seconds To Mars came instantly 
to mind, but upon reflection 
they have plenty more to offer. 
Archetypal nineties dance music 
shines through on tracks such as Restless and Still The Same to 
great effect, transporting you back to a time when thrills were 
cheap and the melting together of genres and sounds was all too 
common. The bubblegum pop aspect of tracks such as the opener 
Anywhere Without You gives the group a different dimension 
of chart teenage-friendly hysteria (I could only hear the high-
pitched screams of thirteen-year-old girls all too easily) yet 
their prowess is ironically rather more mature than their music 
sometimes suggests. This EP isn’t for everyone, but there is 
potential for Wolf Club to make a name for themselves nationally. 
Jack Garofalo
 

soundcloud.com/wolf-club-band
 
 

Vincent Bella
The Fragile Quartet
EP (Self-released)
 
Though the title would give the 
impression of a dainty group of 
string players, in reality it is a 
lone man and his guitar with the 
addition of a melancholic cello on 
some tracks. His vocals at times 
can wobble, but the melodies he 
has penned are very soulful and 
his voice has a certain Buckley-esque quality to it. Death at the 
Door is a bit of a slow start to the record whereas the next track 
I Died in the Night has a lot of potential and is reminiscent of 
Beirut. Coma is one of the best, as he uses the cello very cleverly, 
utilising the deep bass sound which reverberates through my 
speakers. More production and the addition of some percussion 
or another instrumentation would really help the sound of the 
whole EP, but even without this, Vincent Bella’s songwriting 
ability is clear. Alice Robbins
 

vincentbella.com

 

Michael Reddington
You Find Out On Your Own
EP (Self-released)
 
It is Reddington’s strong vocals 
that make this EP, and although 
there are plenty of instruments 
behind him to create the indie-
rock style, it is his voice that 
stands up on its own. The range 
of instruments – electric guitars, 
drums, and pianos, all played 
by Reddington – combine to make You Find Out On Your Own 
a fun listen. It’s probably not best to listen on the commute to 
work, cos it’s an EP that proper makes you wanna have a good 
jig about – apparently, buses aren’t the most accommodating of 
party hosts. Reddington’s talent not only oozes from his vocals 
and musicianship, but also his songwriting, creating tracks 
that would sit more than comfortably in the charts. Michael 
Reddington is one to watch. On the back of this EP release, it’ll 
be interesting to see if he not only breaks Nottingham, but the UK 
and all. Hannah Parker
 

soundcloud.com/michaelreddingtonmusic

 

Giant Head - Haunting Ex (ft Katy 
Cotterell)
Say that you were to be haunted 
by an ex, there would be no better 
soundtrack than this creepy weirdo 
workout that feels like it’s been ripped 
from an old eighties B-movie VHS. 

Human Teeth - No Control
A cathartic expulsion of bile over 

brutal and stop-start pulverising 
guitars. Like putting your 

head through a 
meat grinder, 
but less 
deadly and 
way more 
pleasurable.
 

Ady Suleiman - Work/IN2 (Rihanna/
WSTRN Mashup) | Mahogany Session
Skilfully mashing up the r&b duo’s Top 
10 hit and the Bajan badass’s mega-
smash with shamefully silky results. 

The Tangents - Fall Apart
Count how many times the singer 
switches from not wearing a hoody 
to wearing a hoody throughout the 
duration of the video. Our advice: sack 
the editor, lads. 

Cyclonix - Mental By Rights
Red Rackem’s Smugglers Inn series 
of 12”s continues at pace with squiggly 
house-head Cyclonix representing 
Notts on the first side of his Voyage 
3 compilation. 

Mizzred - Don’t Rhyme (Caught In The 
Midlands)
Confusingly, there’s loads of rhyming 
in this shoulder-popping hip hopping 
announcement to the Notts scene.

Diablo Furs - Sweet Janine
The only Janine that I can think of 
is that one off Eastenders who was 
a right piece of work, anything but 
sweet. I think she pushed Pat Butcher 
down a hill, if memory serves 
me right...
 
Mez - Nottingham (Rmx V2.0)
If this is version two, you’ve got to 
wonder how many other versions 
there are of this hyperactive grime 
paean to the emcee’s hometown. 

leftlion.co.uk/llstereo

head through a 
meat grinder, 
but less 
deadly and 
way more 
pleasurable.

THE HOOD
FREE ZONE
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History
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BOOK REVIEWS

Nottingham’s orangest reviewer
is back. But she ain’t happeh…
 
H is for Hawk
Helen Macdonald
£8.99 (Vintage)

I can’t tell yer what I’d do if me ode 
man died cuz I dunt know who 
me ode man is. Lol. But I imagine 
I’d probleh rent aht the local and 
celebrate the passin’ wi’ some 
smelly egg sarnies and a buffet 
more orange than yours truleh. 
But this author went ahht an gor hersen a hawk when her ode 
man kicked it (she’s from Cambridge). Av yer ever ‘eard owt 
so wappy in yer life? And it worra proper hawk too, wi’ a beak 
and wings and stuff. Not a digical hawk, like one on them 
Tamagotchi pets everyone went mental abaht in nineties. 
Turns ahht that hawks, despite havin’ twisty head and lookin’ 
well mean, are thick as shite and can be conditioned ta do owt 
yer like. All she does is gee it a bit of food and it keeps comin’ 
back. Sound familiar girlz? Lol.

vintage-books.co.uk

illustration: Hunt Emerson
words: James Walker
I never saw a wild thing sorry for itself. A small bird will drop 
frozen dead from a bough without ever having felt sorry for itself. 
I want to live my life so that my nights are not full of regrets. 
Which is why I won’t step foot in Waitrose again now they’ve got 

those computerised check-out 
thingys that beep at you and 
demand you put your organic 
sushi in the bagging area. It 
makes me reet mad. I’ll put 

me shopping where I 
friggin like, alright? 
I expect this kind of 

mechanisation 
in Tesco or 
Asdas. But not 
my beloved 
Waitrose!!! 
Stupid f@
cking tw@ts. 
Ahhhhhh.

Melissa
Jonathan Taylor
£8.99 (Salt Publishing)

It’s not a spoiler to tell you that the 
titular Melissa dies at the beginning 

– everything that follows is a result of 
this. As she dies, all her neighbours 
experience a musical hallucination. 
The novel is based on a true story 
and the early part reads as a factual 
account. But once the hallucination 
is dealt with, the novel is straightforward. What 
happens to a family when its youngest member dies? 
What happens to a community when you share an 
event but can’t explain it? These are the questions 
Taylor asks and the result is a frank exploration of the 
devastation wrought by grief. Taylor writes women 
well: the two main ones, Melissa’s mother and half-
sister, are sympathetic, yet complicated. Melissa 
is scathing about modern life, and brave about the 
human condition. Shortlisted for this year’s East 
Midlands Book Award, it’s well worth reading. 
Sue Barsby

Oy Yew
Ana Salote
£7.99 (Mother’s Milk Books)

Published by Nottingham’s very 
own Mother’s Milk Books, Oy 
Yew is the perfect novel for the 
whole family. The story follows 
the mysterious Oy and his friends 
through their journey of servantry 
at Duldred Hall, a contract only 
ended by reaching the height 
of five thighs and ten oggits. 
However, cruel Master Jeopardine feeds them little and 
keeps them small. The canny children realise more is 
amiss than they thought and beg the question, what 
really awaits those who grow and what is in the secret 
Bone Room? They teach each other the few skills they 
have and concoct a different way to gain their liberty. 
Undeniably a children’s gothic with a plot of friendship, 
loyalty and hope, Oy Yew includes the older readership 
with Inch’s ‘green baccy’ and the ridiculous coalescence 
of Jeopardine and height inspector Gwendalyn. Hear an 
interview with Mother’s Milk publisher Teika Bellamy on 
our WriteLion 11 podcast. Stacey Wylie

mothersmilkbooks.com The Last Resort
Sam Maxwell
£8.99 (SP)

When a free-spirited artist called 
Stella is dragged back to the soggy 
coastal town of Mapton to look 
after estranged and cantankerous 
grandmother Gina, tensions 
soon bubble to the surface. This 
summertime comic jaunt across 
the generations rattles along with 
the help of a criminal mastermind 
dog, an OAP gang of motor scooter ruffians and the 
flourish of a risky romance, presenting us with laugh 
out loud moments, tenderness and real heartbreak. 
But, what shines through is Maxwell’s ability to 
transport us back to a holiday past that many of us 
will fondly remember. Her prose is well-handled and 
her phrasing assured, weaving us in and out of the 
cafes and cockle-shelled gardens of a beautifully 
rendered seaside backdrop. This is a story of family 
and friendships which, ultimately, is as warm as the 
golden sand we feel between our toes. Great stuff. 
Andrew Graves  

sammaxfield.com

Sugar And Snails
Anne Goodwin 
£8.99 (Inspired Quill)

Diana Dodsworth is a psychology 
lecturer whose early work promised 
much, but whose life has curdled 
into an unfulfilled middle age. Hiding 
a secret about her early years that 
could unravel what little peace she 
feels and lead her back into old 
habits of self-harm, Diana tries to 
keep both her professional career and the faltering flames 
of a romance alive. Flashbacks to her early life clue us in 
on the reasons for her fears, and the tortured adolescence 
that seems to come to a head in Cairo in her teenage 
years. Delicately treading its way through an issue that 
has been much in the headlines of late, this book is a 
touching character study of a woman badly scarred by 
life and by herself. Sugar And Snails shows us a woman 
coming to terms with who she is, who she was and who, 
once she weaves together the threads of her life, she 
might yet be. Robin Lewis

inspired-quill.com/books/sugar-and-snails
 

illustration: Hunt Emerson
words: James Walker

Katie Half-Price

“I believe that this war, upon which I entered as a war of defence 
and liberation, has now become a war of aggression and 
conquest.” Pat Barker, Regeneration

One Belt, One Road
Ed Tony Simpson
£6 (Spokesman Press)

While Donald Trump continues 
to terrify everyone and Russia 
have been flattening Syria, China 
has been developing a ‘New Silk 
Road’ aimed at bringing greater 

‘cooperation’ among countries in 
Eurasia. Naturally this has rattled 
the Yanks, who’ve called for Japan 
to jettison its constitutional commitment to “forever 
renounce war as a sovereign right”. And so issue 
130 of The Spokesman throws up the usual blend of 
provocative essays, as well as Michael Rosen’s poem 
Don’t Mention the Children which refers to a banned 
advert in Israel listing names of children killed in Gaza. 
Given the Chinese theme, Ai Weiwei’s provocative 
list of schoolchildren who died in the 2008 Sichuan 
earthquake could have found a home here too. But the 
real gem in this collection is Nottingham’s grumpiest 
publisher, Ross Bradshaw, who has a thoroughly 
miserable but highly entertaining time at the Venice 
Biennale. Who needs Karl Pilkington when you can 
have An Ideologist Abroad? James Walker.  

spokesmanbooks.com 

Calling all Book Groups 
#Notts4Barker

Pat Barker is the multi award-
winning British writer of thirteen 
novels. She’s won a fair few prizes 
in her time, including the Booker 
Prize for The Ghost Road (1995). 
This was the final instalment of 
her much acclaimed World War 
I Regeneration trilogy. She’s just 
finished Noon Day, the third novel 
in her Life Class trilogy, which spans the First and 
Second World Wars.

To celebrate our recent UNESCO status, the City 
of Literature team are asking all book groups in 
Nottingham to select a Pat Barker novel for their May 
meetings so that we can all read and enjoy her 
work together. They’d like you to share which Pat Barker 
books you’re reading and what you thought of them on 
Twitter using the hashtag #Notts4Barker. Some 
of the best tweets will then receive free tickets to 
see the author in conversation with Sharon Monteith 
at the Nottingham Playhouse on Wednesday 15 June 
at 7.30pm. 

nottinghamcityofliterature.com

#NOTTS4BARKER
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Nottingham Castle

Views: All the way to Radcliffe
Views:

A Real Castle

Princesses: Imprisoned in the gift shop

Turrets: Nope

Looks Like a Castle: 12%

Defenses: Entry fee keeps the 
                  hoi polloi at bay

Princesses: Imprisoned in a tower

Turrets: Top notch

Looks Like a Castle: 98%

Views: Probably alright

Defenses: Archers, cannons, dragons

Aries (21 Mar –  20 Apr)
Some people will say that your breast implants 
are tacky, but at least you were brave 
enough to trial the more unconventional 
nonagon-shapes.

Taurus (21 Apr –  21 May)
You’ll find it hard to smile again after this 
week, when you’re involved in a traffic 
accident and lose your entire face.

Gemini (22 May –  22 June)
An Englishman, Irishman and a Scotsman will 
all walk into a pub this week and cry forlornly 
into their pints, in what is probably the most 
depressing joke that has ever been told.

Cancer (23 June –  23 July)
You recently met a medium-sized bearded 
stranger on an internet dating app. You should 
arrange to go on a date with them. They don’t 
bite… much.

Leo (24 July – 23 Aug)
A bizarre set of existential happenings this 
week will result in you buying the Ingmar 
Bergman Blu-ray set from the pound shop 
for £19.99.

Virgo (24 Aug – 23 Sept)
As the kind of person who prides themselves 
on having the right tool for the job, this week 
you’ll need to pack your hemostatic forceps 
and your Auvard and Cusco speculums.

Libra (24 Sept – 23 Oct)
Elderly relatives often compared you to a china 
doll in your younger days, but the resemblance 
will become uncanny in late May when 
someone pulls your head off.

Scorpio (24 Oct – 22 Nov)
The signs point to financial success in your 
future as Libra is offering 0% interest on all 
balance transfers from other zodiac signs until 
Friday 27 May. Don’t miss out!

Sagittarius (23 Nov – 22 Dec)
It’s been over 100 years since the last UK 
citizen died in a dodo stampede, but you are 
one to enjoy bucking a trend.

Capricorn (Dec 23 – Jan 19)
You’ve always been handy with the bone saw, 
which is good news seeing as you’re totally 
useless at undoing bear traps.

Aquarius (20 Jan – 19 Feb)
In cat years, your tabby turns 67 this week, 
which will go some way to explaining the 
cardigan, the fear of technology and the 
growing stack of Take A Break magazines.

Pisces (20 Feb – 20 Mar)
Your life will continue to be extremely boring 
over the next few weeks, despite a brief respite 
from the tedium when you discover the art of 
posing action figures in sexual positions.



Are you

0115 876 4111

registered

www.gov.uk/registertovote

to vote?

do it now!

If you’re not already registered to 
vote, you need to do it by 7 June 
to have your say in the European 
Union Referendum on 23 June.
 
As well as not being able to vote, not being registered 
could lead to an £80 fine and make it harder to get credit 
for loans and mobile phone contracts.

And you now need to be on the Electoral Register to prove 
you live in the city so you can get resident-only services 
like parking permits and free bulky waste collections.

If you’re not registered

VoteRef LL.indd   1 25/04/2016   16:48



1300 GRADUATING ARTISTS
AND DESIGNERS PREPARE TO
STAMP THEIR CREATIVE MARK
ON NOTTINGHAM

PUBLIC VIEW: 4 – 11 JUNE
Nottingham Trent University, City site.
Free admission. 

INDUSTRY PREVIEW: 3 JUNE
Launch event for professionals and industry
representatives. Booking required.

CATWALKS AND FASHION
EXHIBITION: 25 AND 26 MAY 
Newton building, NTU City site.Ticketed
events, booking required.

EMERGE PHOTOGRAPHY
FESTIVAL: 23 MAY – 4 JUNE 
At venues around Nottingham.
Info: www.emergephotofest.com 

GO BEHIND THE SCENES
Visit www.ntu.ac.uk/degreeshowhub 
to see the creativity in progress.

Get involved, tell us your favourites.
Tag your posts #NTUDegreeShow

All 2016 Degree Show information, booking
and tickets: www.ntu.ac.uk/SHOWleftlion16
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